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Abstract

Statistical techniques are effective tools for conEolling and reducing variation in the

performance of products and processes. Pa¡ameter design is used to design a producl

process that will be r,obust against fiuctuations of operating conditions as well as variation

in raw materials. Control charts are very useful for studying variation in and maintaining

the stability of processes.

Data analysis strategies for parameter design under a general location-variance

modei æe proposed. These stategies are applied to experiments bæed on a combined array

design. An empiricai procedure is proposed for selecting a Eansformation that separates the

control factors into two groups: adjustment factors and the rest. The adjustrnent factors

facilitate Eemendously the task of fìnding the optimal setting of the control factors. A

unifying formulation of parameter design and tolerance design is proposed. The new

formulation provides a way for further reducing performance variation.

Weighæd attribuæ conrol charts for variable sample size a¡e devised. Theil contol

limiæ are aiways constant in spiæ of variable sampie size. Several st¿ndârdized controi

charts for short-run processes are proposed. These short-run charts allow real-time process

control. A cumulative score con$ol scheme, that can be supplemented to the x chart" is

proposed to increæe the ability of deæcting a change in ttre process mean.
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1" Introduction

1.1. Overview

In the cur¡ent era of a global economy, industriaiized countries as well as

developing countries are competing fiercely for custome¡s worldwide. With the success of

Japanese and some American and Canadian companies in the world market, quality has

become one of the most critical factors that determine the very suwival of businesses, large

o¡ small. Quality is no longer considered to advenely affect productivity; on the contrary, it

is now recognized to lead to higher productivity.

Statistical techniques are effective tools for reducing variation in and improving

quality of products and processes. In this thesis we study two important components of

statistical techniques for quality improvement: paramete¡ design (also known as robust

design) and control cha¡ts. Pa¡ameter design can be employed to build qualiry into the

product/process in the design stage. Control charts a¡e graphical techniques for srudying

and maintailing the stability of processes. If it is to meet the customels requirements, a

product should be carefully designed so that it performs well under various operating

conditions, and it should also be produced by a process that is stable and capable.

In this chapter we review some of the important ideas, issues and techniques in

parameter design and control charting. Section 1.2 provides a review of parameter design

and recent development in the area. ln section 1.3 some basic concepts of control charting

a¡e described. An outline of the thesis is provided in section 1.4.

1.2. Parameter Design

In recent years, there has been great interest in the application of statistical

techniques, especially the design of experiments techniques, to producy'process parameter

design, inspired by Taguchi's work on qualiry engineering (see, e.g., Taguchi, 1986;

Taguchi and Wu, 1985; Taguchi and Phadke, 1984). It has been increasingly recognized



that the quality of a product/process is in large degree determined by its design, and that the

economically effective approach to quality competitiveness is to design quality into the

produclprocess in the first place.

The performance of a producy'process is in_fluenced by two kinds of parameters or

facto¡s. One is that of control factors whose levels a¡e chosen by design engineers. The

othe¡ kind is that of ha¡d-to-control factors, called noise factors, that flu*uate in an

application setting. The response va¡iable that cha¡acte¡izes the ouçut of a producy'process

always fluctuates due to the existence of noise facto¡s. There are mainiy thee types of

noise factors:

(1) fluctuation of operating condirion,

(2) raw-material variation, and

(3) component deterioration.

Weil aware of the cost and difficulties of controlling the above th¡ee types of noise

factors, Taguchi (Taguchi, 1986; Taguchi and Wu, 1985) presented instead an approach,

called parameter design, for frnding the optimal setting of the control facto¡s that makes a

producy'process insensitive to these noise factors. The levels of the control factors a¡e so

chosen that the product/process performs satisfactorily despite the variation in the noise

factors. Taguchi's work has shown that significant reduction of variation can be achieved

through designing products and processes robust against or insensitive to noise facto¡s.

Let x be the vector of the control factors and e the vector of the noise factors. The

noise factors a¡e assumed to be independent random va¡iables in the actual operating

environment. The response variable y considered is cha¡acterized as a function of both the

control and the noise factors æ follows

Y = f(x' e)'

Because of the existence of the random noise factors, the response variable is also a

random variable in the actual operating environment. Taguchi introduced quality loss as a



monetary measure of the deviation of the response variabie y from its target value T. læt the

general form of quality loss function be

L(Y) = L(Y' r)'

Since the noise factors fluctuate, the expected quality loss

R(x) = e'1¡1t' 1¡'

represents the ave¡age measufe of quality loss for a producy'process.

Because it is difficult to determine the exact form of the quality ioss function,

Taguchi used a quadratic loss function defined as follows

L(Y)=k(Y-r)2,

where k is some constant which can be determined on the basis of the information about

monetary cost caused by exceeding the customer's tolerance (see Taguchi, 1986). Under

this quadratic loss function, the expected qualiry loss is

-''' 
ï-,'j]oi].'1,,o, - o,,,

where

P(x) = Eelf(x' e)l'

and

o2(x¡ = Y¿¡u¡¡1"' "¡'
Obviously, the expected quality loss only diffe¡s from the mean squæe enor of y from T,

MSE(x)=Et(y - T)21, by a coefficient k.

Taguchi distinguishes among three different cæes of parameter design, each having

a different objective criterion called signal+o-noise (Sl.Ð ratio. The three cases a¡e

(a) Closeness to the Target. The response characteristic is desired to be on

the target value with minimal variation.

þ) Smaller-Is-Better. The response characteristic is desi¡ed to be as small as

possible.



(c) Larger-Is-Better. The response characterisric is desi¡ed to be as large as

possible.

Fo¡ case (a), instead of minimizing directly the expected quality loss o¡ the mean

square error, Taguchi seeks to minimize a SN ratio defined by

SN'r1x¡ = l¡iP'2(x)/o2(x)l

(his original definition is slightly different but equivalent). Taguchi's method of parameter

design for this case can be sur¡lrn¡¡ized in the foilowing

Procedure 1:

(1) Maximize the SN ratio SN1(x).

(2) Fine-tune the adjustment factors that affect the mean but not the SN

ratio, to bring the mean response to targel

He essentially assumed that the control factors can be panitioned into two subsets,

¡=1d, a), such that a is a subset of fine-tuning adjustment facto¡s that are independent of

the signa-l+o-noise ratio SN1(x). The setting d=d* is found by maximizing the SN ratio,

and the mean response is then brought to target by adjusting a to a* so that ¡r(d*, a*)=f.

Then (d*, a*) wiil be the optimal setting of the controi factors with the mean response on

target.

For case (b), the response variable is desired as smali as possible. Taguchi

introduced a new SN ratio defined by

SN5(x) = -10 log(E(Y2))

= -to log{o2(x) + p2(x)}.

For case (c), the response variable is desi¡ed as large as possible. Taguchi

inroduced another SN ratio defined by

SN¡(x) = -10 los{E(1/Y2)}'

For the latter two cases, Taguchi seeks to find the optimal setting of the control

factors by maximizing the corresponding SN ratio. Box (1988) argued that these two cases

should be dealt with by analyzing location effects and dispersion effects separately, a¡rd that



they are mainly about location. However, Shoemaker et al. (1988) pointed out that the

dispersion as well as tÏe location could be imporønt in some applications.

Taguchi's approach to maximization of the SN ratio is an application of two

orthogonal aÍays, as illust¡ated in Figure 1.1. The first array is ca-lled the outer array or the

control array accordilg to which the control facto$ are va¡ied. For each row in the control

array, a second anay, called the inner array or the noise ar¡ay, is used to simulate the noise

facto¡s. The whole setup is cailed a product-array design. The total number of runs, M, in

the product-array is the number of runs in the control array, N, times the number of runs in

the noise uray,I, i.e., M=NxJ.

Let y¡¡ (i=1, ...,N, j=t, ..., J) be the responses from an experiment with an N-run

control array and a J-run noise array. The data are assumed to follow the model

Yi¡=F(xJ+o(x)(1¡,

with E(Ç¡¡)=0 and Va¡(Éij)=1, i=1, ..., N, j=1, ..., J.

The average !¡ and variance s12 of the responses for each control setting x1, are

computed as foilows

',=|i,¡,j=1

and

,,'=#itv,¡ - v,l'.-j=t

The SN ¡atios SNr, SNs, and SN¡ for x¡ are estimated by, respectively,

SN'¡1x¡ = l¡1Y,z7t z¡,

sN5(x¡) = -ro roglfiY¡¡2¡,
"j=l -

and

sN¡(x) = -ro roglfftr/vri)2).
J=r



Treating the SN ratio as the dependent variable, Taguchi uses the main-effect plots and the

analysis of variance to find the optimail setting of the control factors that maximizes the SN

ratio.

Figure 1.1. A ProduceArray Snategy for Parameter Design.
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For the closeness-to-target case, although he i¡Íoduces the expected quality loss as

the measure of the performance of a produclprocess, Taguchi optimizes the SN ratio

instead of the expected quality loss itself. He argued that empirically the SN ratio is a bette¡

measure to be optimized, but he has neve¡ theoretically justi-fied his change of the objective

function. Phadke (1982) explained that in many applications the two-step optimization

procedure involving the SN ratio indeed led to the optimal setting of the control factors.

læon, Shoemaker, and Kacker (1987) fu¡the¡ examined the connection between the

expected quality loss and the SN rado. When the control-factor set x can be divided into

two subsets (d, a) such that a affects the mean but is independent of the SN ratio, they

showed that Taguchi's two-step procedure is equivalent to the minimization of the expected

quality loss. The control facto¡s in a a¡e called the adjustment factors. Leon et ai. (1987)

first showed that for any division of x into (d, a), the minimization of R(d, a) is equivalent

to the following

P¡ocedure 2:

(1) Find d* that minimizes P(d)=mi¡u p1¿, u¡.

(2) Find a* that minimizes R(d*, a). Then (d*, a*) minimizes R(d, a).

To prove that the above procedure is equivalent to minimizing R(d, a) is simple

(see Leon et al., 1987). Now assume that a is independent of SN.¡(x). Then SN.¡(x) can be

written as SN1(d). The expected quaiiry ioss becomes

R(d, a) = k(d(d, a) + tp(d, a) - r'lzi

= kp2(¿, a){exp[-SNr(d)]J+ kt¡r(d, a) - Tl2.

To fturd P(d), set

âR({, a) 
= 2kAE+-Ð {p(d, a)tl + exp(SN.¡(d))l _ r)=0.da da

p(d, a*(d)) = T/{1 +exp[-SN.¡(d)]]

Then



'.'' ==;îT'.'i',Tíj;; 
;- 

r. s Nr(d)'j )

Since P(d) is a decreasing function of SN1(d), Procedure 2 is equivaJent to the following

P¡ocedure 3:

(1) Find d* that maximizes SN1(d);

(2) Find a* such that ¡r(d*, a*)=T/{ 1+ exp[-SN.¡(d*)] ].

If the minimization is constrained by the requirement that the mean response of y be equal

to T, P¡ocedure 3 will be modified to the following

hocedure 3':

(1) Find d* that maximizes SN.¡(d).

(2) Find ax such that ¡r(d*, ¿*)-T.

P¡ocedure 3' is identical to Taguchi's procedure. The advantage of two-step

procedures 3 and 3'is that they examine the location effect and the dispersion effect

separately, and hence, traditional statistical techniques can be used.

The major d¡awback of these two-step procedures is the requirement to have the

adjustment factors independent of the SN ratio. There could be, unfortunately, no

adjustment factor in many parameter design problems. Leon et al. (1987) extended the

concept of the SN ratio to the PeTMIA or the performance measure ildependent of

adjustment. A PeTMIA is a measure of dispersion independent of a subset of the conrol

factors. This subset is taken as the set of adjustment factors. For example, P(d) in

procedure 2 is a PerMIA.

Nair and hegibon (1986) and Box (1988) studied the case in which the mean ¡.1(x)

and variance d1*¡ of the tesponse variable are li¡ked in a ma¡rner such that a function g(.)

can be found fo¡ w¡icir d(x)i {gtp(x)l )2 only depends on a subset d ofx=(d, a). Then

P(<r) = 621¿, a)/{gtp(d, a)l }2

is a PeTMIA and a is the subset of the adjustment factors that can be changed without

changing P(d). Under these assumptions, the expected quality loss is



R(d' a) = ¡{621d' a) + [P(d' a) - T.l2]

= k{etp(d, a)l}2P(d) + ktp(d, a) - Tl2.

Box (1988) provided the following procedure

P¡ocedure 4:

(1) Find d* that minimizes P(d) o¡ some monotonic function of P(d).

(2) Adjust a to a* so that p(d*, a*) satisf,res the equarion

p(d*, a*) = T - glp(d*, a*)lg'[p(d*, a*)]P(d*),

where g'(.) is the derivative of g(.).

If the minimization of the expected qualiry loss is constrained by the requirement that the

mean response of y be equal to T, Procedure 4 becomes

Procedure 4':

(1) Find d* that minimizes P(d) or some monotonic function of P(d).

(2) Adjust a to a* so that p(d*, a*)=T.

Consider a special case in which g(p)=¡ro and the assumptions made previously are

sarisfied. In this imponant case,

p(d) = 621¿, a)/[t¿(d, â)]2o.

Fo¡ s=1,

P(d) = 621¿' a)/ltz(¿'a)

= exp[-SNr(d)].

Thus, minimizing P(d) is equiva-lent to mâximizing SN1(d).

An alternative approach for analyzing the dispersion effect is to transform y into

z=h(y) where h'(y)=U/g(y))1t2. Then it can be shown by a Taylor series argument that,

approximately,

o"2 = [h'[p(d, ùlfoy2

= {h'tp(d, a)l }2{cit¿(d, a)l }2p(¿)

= p(d),



In practice, o"2 will be replaced by its estimate sr2 and modeled as a function of the control

factors. Such Eansfonnations a¡e known as variance-stabilizing transformations (Bardett

and Kendall, 1946). Nai¡ and Pregibon (1986) pointed out that empirical experiences

suggest that often these Eansformations also have other benefîts such as enhancing the

symmetry of the underlying distribution a¡d the additivity of the me¿ü as a function of

independent variables.

The real difficulty lies in diagnosing the form of the function g(.) or the

transformation function h(.) from the data when neither is known. A technique of finding,

when it exists, a Eansformation was illustrated by Box (1988). Suppose that a class of

transformations y(Ð is indexed by a parameter î,. Then the dispersion effects and location

effects a¡e plotted against the value of X,, to help select a transformation that provides

adjustrnent factors independent of the variance of the transformed response variable. The

most commonly conside¡ed class of Earsformations is the family of power transformations

defined as follows

Y(r)= log(Y), 1'=0,

= (yr- l)^, otherwise.

Shoemaker, Tsui, and Iæon (1988) provided the following

Procedure 5:

(1) Find a transformation, z=h(y), to make o"2 independent of a, a subset

of control factors (d, a).

(2) Choose d* to minimize oz2(d).

(3) Adjust a to a* so that !r(d*, a*)=T.

The procedures discussed above are based on modeling a measure of dispersion

such as the SN ratio and the PeTMIA as a function of the control facto¡s, with a product-

array design. This approach is referred to by Shoemaker et al. (1991) as the loss-model

approach because it is based on modeling the expected quality loss (or other measwes such

as SN ratios and PerMIAs) directly as a function of úe control factors.



Welch, Yu, Kang, and Sacks (1990) proposed to model the response va¡iable

instead as a function of both the control factors and the noise factors, and use the response

model to discover control-factor settings that will help reduce va¡iation in the performance

of a produclprocess. Combining the control and noise facto¡s in a single design matrix,

called combined array, they modeled the response variable as a function of both the control

and noise factors. They use the response model to obtain estimates of the expected quality

loss, and then to find the optimal setting of the control factors that minimizes the expected

quality loss.

The response model considered is

Y=f(x'e)+E'
where ( is the model error term with

E(€lx' e) = 0 and Va¡(€lx, e) = oz,

whe¡e o2 is unknown. Since the noise factors a¡e ra¡dom va¡iables, the mean and variance

of the response variable in the application setting are, respectively,

E(Y) = Eelf(x' e)1,

and

Var(Y) = Varulf(x' e)] + oz'

noting that Cov{f(x, e), q)=0. Therefore, the mean square error of y f¡om T is

E(Y-r)2:i,':,i;i 
o2 + {E.rr(x, e)r -r)2

= Eelf(x, e) - T'12 + 62.

Thus, to minimize the mean square error of y from T, we only need to minimize the mean

square error of f(x, e) from T. When f(x, e) is estimated by 1(x, e), its mean square error

is estimated by

e.¡f{x, e) - TJ2.

Thus, to minimize E(y - D2,*r ,æ¡ 1e ni¡imize E"[î(x, e) - \2.



Shoemaker, Tsui and Wu (1991) further examined this response-model approach.

They recommended that control-by-noise interaction plots as well as the estimated quality

loss function be employed to find the optimal control-factor setting. They also discussed

the advantages and disadvantages of the response-model approach. First, the combined

array design provides significant reduction of run size of experiments. Second, it focuses

on modeling the response variable rather than a measure of dispersion. The experimenter is

more likely to have intuition or knowledge about the relationship between the response

variable and the control and noise factors than about the ¡elationship between the expected

quality loss and the control factors. Finally, the d¡awback of this approach is that it

depends more critically than the loss-model approach on how well the response model fits.

1.3. Control Charting for Statistical Process Control

The control chart technique was invented by Dr. Shewhart in the 1930's (see

Shewhart, 1931). A control chart is a graphical display of a sequence of sample points

taken periodically from a process. The conEol chart contains a center line (CL) that

represents the average value of the sample statistic. There a¡e also fwo other lines, called

upper control limit (JCL) and lower controi limit Q-CL). These control limits a¡e chosen in

a way that when the process is in statistical conrol, nearly all the sample points will fall

between them. However, a point that plots outside of the contol limits, is taken as a signal

that the process could be out of control. When it occurs, an investigation should be

conducted to find the assignable cause or causes responsible for the problem.

The most commonly used control limits a¡e 3-standard-deviation control limits.

Suppose w is the 5ample statistic that is plotted on the control chart. Let E(w) and o(w)

represent its mean and standa¡d deviation, respectively. Then the control limits and center

line a¡e set at

UCL=E(w)+3o'(w),

CL = E(w),



LCL=E(w)-3o(w).

Since they are usually unknown, E(w) and o(w) are estimated from the collected samples.

It is conventionally recommended that 20 to 30 samples æe required to compute accurately

the control limis. In this section we review tire commonly used control charts.

For many cases, we count each item as either conformfurg or nonconforming to the

specifications on the quality cha¡acteristic. The fraction nonconforming p is defined as the

¡atio of the number of nonconforming items to the total number of items in a population.

The control chart for the fraction nonconfonning is based on the binomial distribution. If

samples of size n âre taken from a process that is operating stably, then x¡, the number of

nonconforming items in sample k, has a binomial distribution with parameters n and p for

k=1, ..., m. The sample fraction is defined as

Pt = xr/n'

Then the controi limits a¡d center line for the sample fraction nonconforming are set at

gg¡=p+3

CL=p,

I-CL=p-3

This chart is called the p chart. Si¡ce the true fraction nonconforming p is often unknown,

the usual practice is to estimate it by

p= Pr+P21"'+P^.

Thus, the conrol limiß and center line are computed as follows

ucl-=Þ*r\FlÐ" ,

CL=Þ,

t:-
LcL=p 

'1ufÐ



For many other cases, we may deal with the number of defects or nonconformities

on a unit of product rather than the f¡action nonconforming. The occurrence of

nonconformities in a unit is usually weli modeled by a Poisson distribution. Let c¡ be the

number of nonconformities in the kth independent sample, k=1, 2, ..., m. Let c be rhe

expected number of nonconformities in a sample when the process is operating st¿bly,

Sample nonconformities are plotted the c chan with

UCL=c+3rG,

CL=c,

LCL=c-3fi.

When it is unlorown, c will be estimated by

Ct*,C2*...*C*ú= a '

ln the c chart we only conside¡ ¡f¡s ¡nmþs¡ of nonconformities in one single unit,

however, for some applications u, the average number of nonconformities per unit, is a

more convenient basis for settiîg up a controi cha¡t. This chart is called the u chart. If we

find x¡, total nonconformities in the kth sample of n units, then the sample average number

of nonconformities per unit is

uk = xk/n'

The control limits and center line for lhe cu¡rent cæe arc set at

UCL=u+3

CL=u,

LCL=u-3

When it is u¡known, u will be estimated by

u' + u2 + ... + um¡= m '

For a continuous quality characteristic, two control cha¡ts (commonly the * and R

cha¡ts) are constructed together for controlling the average and variability, respectively.



These charts are ca.lled variable conEol chârts. Suppose m samples of size n are tâken from

a process with mean p and standard deviation o. I-et *k and R¡ be the mean and range of

the kth sample fo¡ k=1, ..., m. Then the control limits and center line for the i cha¡t a¡e set

gg¡ = p +,A,R,,

CL=F,

¡6¡=p_ArR,,

where R'=dro, A2=31l¡!nE), and d" is a constant dependent of the sample n. The control

limits and center üne for the R chart are set at

UCL = D¿R,,

Cl- = R"

LCL = D:R,,

where D, and D4 are appropriate control limit faötors dependent of n. ln application, p and

R' are usually unlorown and to be estimated from the sampies obtained from the process.

In fact, they are estimated by, respectively,

- x1 +*4+...+*-=m'

a¡d

= Rt+R2+...+Rm
m'

The control limits and cente¡ line can be computed by replacing p and R' with i a¡d R.

Thus, for the x cha¡t,

UCL=F+4,ñ,

CL=1,

LCL=i_AzR.

And for the R cha¡t,

UCL = D¿R,



CL=R,

LCL = D¡R.

1.4. Outline of the Thesis

In chapter 2, we propose two data analysis strategies for parameter design from

experiments with a combined array design, under a general location-va¡iance model. In

chapter 3, an empirical procedure is proposed to help diagnose a transformation that

provides adjustment factors. The adjustment factors can be used in two-step optimization

procedures for determining the optimal setting of the control factors. In chapter 4, a

unifying formulation that integrates parameter desig! and tolerance design is presented for

the case in which the theoretical model of the product/process is known to the design

engineers. On the basis of the new formulation, the concept of combined robust design is

introduced

In chapter 5, weighted p and u control cha¡ts for va¡iable sample size a¡e devised.

The contol limits of these weighted control cha¡ts are always constant, although the sample

size varies. In chapters 6 utd7, standa¡dized control charts for short-run processes are

proposed. They can be used for statistical process conEol in real time. ln chapter 8, we

provide a cumulative sco¡e control scheme, that can be supplemented to the i cha¡t, for

increasing the ability of detecting a charge in the process mean.



2. Parameter Design for a Location-Variance Model

2.1. Motivation

In chapter I we reviewed various techniques of parameter design developed in the

last few years. The main objective of parameter design is to mi¡imize the expected quality

loss or, equivalently, the mean squa¡e e¡ror. The basic approach was to devise measures of

dispersion such as the signal-to-noise ratios and PerMIAs. The optimization of the expected

quality loss is then done in a two-step procedure, The product array design was proposed

by Dr. Taguchi for experimentation. This strategy is easier for engineers to understand, but

it is expensive to apply. The cost for such an experiment is usually very high because a

large number of runs with replication is required.

A recent altemative to the product-a$ay design is the combined array design.

Combining control and noise factors in a single design array, we seek to model the

response va¡iable as a function of both conroi and noise factors. The ¡esponse model is

then used to obøin an estimate of the expected quality loss and to find the optimal control-

factor setting that minimizes this 1oss.

The main advantage of the combined array design over the product-array design is

the substantial reduclion in the number of experimental runs. It was demonsrated by

Shoemaker et al. (1991) that the number of experimental runs can often be substantially

reduced without sacrificing important information. In addition, the combined array design

allows $eate¡ flexibility in the selection of estimable effects.

A potential d¡awback of the response-model approach reviewed in chapter 1 is that

it implicitly assumes that the varia¡rce of the model enor term is constant over all the design

points. Thus, it depends more critically on how well the model fits tha¡r the loss-model

approach reviewed in the same chapter . For example, if some of the noise factors are

omitted from the model, this approach may lead to a control-factor setting that actually

increases variabiliry (see Shoemaker et al., i991).



ln this chapter we propose two data ana.lysis strategies for analyzing experiments

from a combined array design under more generai assumptions than the one discussed by

Shoemaker et al. (1991). The proposed approach will correct the d¡awback mentioned

above. We wiil show that the combined array approach can deal with more situations than

previously recognized.

In section 2,2 we present a general location-variance model. ln section 2.3 we

provide an analysis strategy for dealing with experiments f¡om a combined array design

with replication, ærd in section 2.4 we extend the strategy to experiments with one single

replicate at each design point.

2,2, The Location-Variance Model

In this chapter we consider a general model, called location-variance model, under

which the variance of the model error term is also a function of both conrol and noise

facto¡s. That is, the model considered would be

with

Y=f(x,e)+É,

E¡(Ëlx, e) = 0 and Varq(Ëlx, e) = o2(x, e).

(2.1)

(2.2)

When the exact distribution of the model error term ( is needed, we will assume that it has

a normal distribution. We will refer to f(x, e) and o2(x, e) as the location function and

variance function, resp ectiveiy.

To proceed fu¡ther we need to explain the different roles of the noise factors in an

experiment and in an actual application setting. ln an actual operating environment, noise

factors are considered to be random variables because their fluctuations are either

unconEollable or too expensive to control. To study their effects on the response va¡iable in

an experiment, however, the noise factors, along with the control factors, a¡e conside¡ed as

design factors whose levels vary according to the design array. Although they are



controlled in the experiment in the same way as the conEol factors are, the noise factors are

ultimately mndom variables whose variabiliÍy causes variation in the response variable.

Considering ( and e as random variables,

Covq, e{f(x, e), €} = Ee, u{f(x, e)() - E.{f(x, e)}Eq, s(É)

=Eu{Eqlf(x, e)Elx, el} - E.(f(x, e)}E.(Eq((lx, e)}

= Ee{f(x, e)Eqt(lx, el} - E.{f(x, e)}8.IEq((lx, e)l

=0,

because of the model assumption EE(Ëlx, e)=0. Thus, the variance of the response variable

y in the operating situation is

varq' e(v) 

tr;i :rui:;t;;' 
{E tEq(6rx' e)J)2

= Vare {f(x, e) }+ Eu (o2(x, e) } .

The location function f(x, e) and variance function o2(x, e) are unknown a¡d wilt

be estimated from a carefully planned experiment. In the ¡est of this chapter we only

consider 2-level factorial (or fractional factorial) experinents that a¡e often used in the

screening stage. In this stage the main objective is to identify significant factors in the

model with the lowest cost.

There are two major reasons for choosing a general location-variance model rather

than the simple location model considered by Welch et al. (1990) and Shoemake¡ et al.

(1991), whose model were reviewed in section 1.2 of the previous chapter. One is that the

variance of the response variable may change with its mean; in fact, the basic argument for

a SN ¡atio or Pe¡MIA is exactly that. The other ¡eason of more concern to us, is that some

noise factors that couid cause heterogeneity may not be i¡cluded in the experiment. For

example, suppose the true model is

v/ith

y = f(x, er, ez) + Ë, (2.3)



Eq(€lx, er, eÐ = 0 and Varq(llx, e1, e) = o2, (2.4)

where (e1, e) is the set of noise factors. If all the noise factors are included in the design

layout, then the model is homogeneous because the va¡iance of the response variable, given

x, ê1 and e2, is constant. On the other hand, if only part of the noise factors is i¡ctuded in

the design layout, the model becomes heterogeneous. To made this point more clear,

suppose only e1 is included in the design and e2 is not. Then the assumed model would be

like

Y = fr(x, er) + É*, (2.s)

with

Eq*(€*lx, et) = 0 and Varq*(€*lx, er) = r2(x, er). Q.6)

ln fact, it can be shown that (see the Appendix to this chapter)

E* = ¡(*, e1, e2) + | - f1(x, e1),

f1(x, e1) = Eez{f(x, er, ez)},

r<2(x, e1) = Varu, {f(x, ei, e2)lx, e1} + o2.

Clearly, the original homogeneous model (2.3) and (2.4) has become a location-variance

model.

In the next several sections, we propose two dat¿ analysis srategies for parameter

design from replicated and unreplicated 2-level factorial (or fractional factorial)

experiments. Factors in x and e will be coded to only take values -1 and 1 in the data

analysis stage. Without loss of generality, we also assume that in the actual application

envi¡onment the noise factors are independent random variables that a¡e coded so that

E(e)=Q ¿¡¿ Var(e)=l, i=1, 2, ..., m, where m is the numbe¡ of the noise factors that are

conside¡ed.

2.3, Änalysis Strategy for Replicated Experiments

In the previous seetion we suggested that thc erpeeted quality loss bc estrmated

through estimating f(x, e) and o2(x, e), the location and variance functions of the response



model. ln this section we consider a data analysis strategy for estimating them f¡om two-

level factorial (or fractional factorial) experiments with replicates. Let y'¡ (i=1, ..., N,

j=l, ..., Ð be responses from an N-run factorial experiment with J replicates. ¡e¡ 2=(x, e).

Suppose the data folÌow

Yi¡=f(z)+(t''
with E(çij)=O and Var((,¡)=o'2(z), í=1,..., N, j=t, ..., J. The sample mean j¡ and

va¡ia¡ce si2 of the responses for run z¡ ale computed through

r,=f !,¡
j=1

and

, 1J
,¡, =fr)(vi¡ - ri)2.

2.3.1. Data Analysis Srategy

To estimate the location and variance functions f(x, e) and o2(x, e), we frst need to

identify the significant effects for each function. The effects in location function a¡e refer¡ed

to as location effects, and the effects in the va¡iance function as dispersion effects. We now

propose ân analysis strategy for determining the optimal setting of the controi factors. The

strategy ilciudes the foilowing 5 steps:

Sæp 1. Identify significant dispersion effects.

Step 2. Identify significant location effects.

Step 3. Estimate the location and va¡iance functions.

Step 4. Estimate the expecæd quality loss.

Step 5. Find the setting of the control factors that minimizes this loss.

2.3.2. Dispersion Effects

To follow the proposed strategy, we first need to identify the significant control and

noise factors in the variance function o21z¡ from the sample variances sr2,..., s¡¡2.



Because both the mean and variance of each si2 depend on o2(z¡), an appropriate

fansformation of s,2 is often needed. Bartlert and Kendall (1946) suggest a log

transformation lnsi2, because, in addition to other advantages, the d.istribution of lnsi2 only

depends on o2(z) through the term lno2(21) in its mean value. Many resea¡chers and

practitioners have widely used the 1og transformation (e.g., see Bechhofer, 1960; Box and

Meye¡,1986; Nair and Pregibon, 1988). However, in their a¡ticle, Ba¡tlen and Kendall do

not recommend using this transformation for J<5 because of its low efficiency. Thus, fo¡

J<5, any reasonable va¡iance stabilizing transformation may be appropriate. In this chapter

we use squ e root ûansformation that would use si as the dependent variable, as is

suggested by Vining and Myers (1990). The reason for choosing the standard deviation

over the log and other transformations is mainly ¡,vo-fold. One is that zero varia.nce can be

dealt with very easily, i¡ contrast to the log transformation. The other reason is that the

variance, or squa¡ed sønda¡d deviation, is in fact ¡he characteristic we are estimating.

Let Z represent the NxN orthogonal array associated with the N-run (fractionai)

factorial design involving both contol and noise factors. Thus, the fi¡st column of Z is a

coiumn of 1's, whereas the remaining columns consist of 1's and -l's representing the

main effects and interactions. Let w, represent the Nx1 vector of sample standard

deviations. Consider now the following linear model

ws=zp+es,

where B=1B0,..., p¡-1)T represents the vector of unknown coefficients, and t, is the

vector of random errors. 281, ..., 2h,r-r are the N-1 estimable main effects and interactions

of dispersion. The ordinary least squares estimator of B is

p = 1r¡tgzr*.,

where ZT is the transpose ofZ.

We can plot the ordered effecs against the expected values of the standard normal

order statistics. This plot is called a normal plot. These points shouid fall along a staight

line that can be drawn visually, when there is not a single significant effect. Otherwise,



points that lie far away from the straight line a¡e taken as significant effects. The normal

plot is a widely used and is an effective tool for identifþg significant effects.

2.3.3. Location Effects

The next step is to identify the location effects. Let w, represent the Nxl vecto¡ of the

sampie means. Consider now the following linear model

wt=Zd' + 8"

whe¡e d=(sg, ..., c¡,¡-1)T represents the vector of unknown coefficients, e is the vector of

random errors, and Z represents the same NxN orthogonal array mentioned earlier. 2o1,

..., 2s¡_r are the N-1 es¡mable main effects and interactions of location. The least squares

estimator of G is

&o = (lÂ.,t)Zrwy.

However, if we wish to take i¡to account the heterogeneity of the va¡iances of the sample

mean va.lues, we should pursue weighted least squares to estimate c[. ln this case we let V

represent the variance-covariance matrix of ttre responses in the design. The weighted least

squares estimate of d then is

&* = çtV-rZ1-r7rY-rwr.

Since Z is an NxN onhogonal matrix with ZrZ=NI, where I is the NxN unit matrix, the

estimated vecto¡ of coefñcients is

&'' = lZrY 
-1 Z¡-1 Zr Y 

-r w,

= 7'tYç7r¡'t7rY-tn,

= z_twy

= (ifÐZrwy = &".

This fact indicates that the weighted least squa¡es estimate is identical to the ordinary least

squares solution when the design matrix is an NxN orthogonal matrix.

Similarly, potentia-lly signiñcant location effects can be identiñed by using a normal

plot.



2.3.4. Maximum Likelihood Estimation of the Locarion and Variance Functions

Once the significant location and dispersion effects are identified, it is possibie and

desirable to compute more precise estimates of both location and variance functions by

using maximum likelihood. First we discuss how to compute the maximum likelihood

estimate (MLE) of the variance function. As mentioned earlier, the exact distribution of Ç¡

(i=1, ..., N, j=1, ..., J) is assumed to be normai. Let

v, = (J-1)s¡2, i=1,..., N.

Unde¡ the normality assumption, v;l[o2(zi)] has a chi-square distribution with J-1 degrees

of freedom. We denote o2(zi) by o¡2. Since v1, v2, ..., and v¡ are independent, their log

Iikelihood function is

rnr- = c - r#rÈ"o,'-!|"l,",', ,

where c= -Nlntf(þ2{r-rl"l*tEtÈrnu,, and f(.) is the gamma function.
i=l

Since the dispersion effects were identified by using the sample standard deviation

as the dependent variable, the function that we can estimate is the sta¡da¡d deviation

function o(z). Let ( 2Þr*, ..., 2Bo*) represent the p dispersion effects that are signifîcant,

excluding the mean. Then we can write the standard deviation function as foilows

o(z*) = po* + Þr*rr* +... + Fp*fo*.

where z*=(zl*, ...,h*)t denotes the p independent variables that vary according to the

columns associated with those p significant effects in the design array. Narurally, 4* is the

subset of the ith run 4 for i=1, 2, ..., N. To estimate these effects, we repiace o¡ in the log

liketihood function by o(21*), and find Êo*, Ê,*, ..., and po* that maximize the log

likelihood function. Then the MLE of the standa¡d deviation function would be

â1"*¡ = po* * Ê,*",* * ... + Êp*fo*.

It is a known fact that the MLE of the va¡ia¡ce function is the squa¡ed MLE of the standard

deviation function. Thus, the MLE o¡ 62(z*) is



gz12r.¡ = (Êo* * Ê,*r,* + ... + þr* zr*)2.

The detailed derivation for estimating the standa¡d deviation function is provided in the

Appendix to this chapter.

To estimate the location function by maximum liketihood, we recall that the

weighted least squares method will produce its MLE (e.g., see Wetheriìl, 1981). Suppose r

location effects, exciuding the mean, are identif,red to be significa-nt. Denote the location

function by

y = do** + crr**zr** +.., + q**4**,

where z**=(zr**, ..., 4**)T denotes the r independent variables that vary according to the

columns, conespondilg to the r signiflcant location effects, in the design uray.Let.Z**

represent lhe Nx(r+1) matrìx consisting of r columns associated with the r effects as well as

the first column associated with the mean. Further suppose that V is the NxN estimated

cova¡ia¡rce matrix of the N sample means. Since the ¡andom e¡rors were assumed to be

independent, V is diagonal. We can use the estimated va¡iance function to compute its

diagonal elements. Denote w, the Nxl vector consisting of the sample means. The

weighted least squares estimate of the coefficients Clx*=(oox*, G1**, ..., ***)T of the

location function is

ft ** = 12**TY-1 7* x¡-t 7**TV -rwr.

Then the Ml,E of the location function would be

$ = ft*xT2**

= fto** a ârx*¿rx* + ... + {*xt**.
2.3.5. Example 2.i

The analysis strategy is illusfated through an example that was reported by

Piggnatiello and Ramberg (1985). The experiment was conducted to detennine what factors

affect the free height ofa leaf spring used in an automobile suspension system, The factors

considered are high heat temperature @), heating time (C), nansfer time @), hold down

time @), and quench oil temperature (O). These five factors and their levels a¡e listed in



Table 2.1. The fust four factors B, C, D, E are considered to be control factors, and the

fifth facto¡ O is taken as a noise facto¡. The original design used by the experimenters is

shown in Table 2.2. Notice that a fractional factorial 24-1 design is used as an inner array

fo¡ the four control facto¡s, with the noise facto¡ being placed in an outer-array layout.

Table 2.1. Factors in the læaf Spring Experimenr

l,evel -1 lævel 1

Conrol Factor:

B: High heat temperature (þ
C: Heating time (seconds)

D: Transfer time (seconds)

E: Hoid down time (seconds)

Noise Factor:

1840 i880

25 23

12 10

z:,

O: Quench oil temperanue (1F) 130-150 150-170

Table 2.2. The Design A:ray and the Data Collected

c Bc D BD CD E O(-1) O(1)

-1

1

-1

1

-1

i
-1

1

-i
-1

1

1

-1

-1

1

I

i -1 I 1 -1

-1 -1 -1 i1
-1 -1 1 -i 1

1 -i -1 -1 -1

1 1 -1 -1 i
-1 1 1 -1 -i
-1 1-1 1-1
11111

7.78 7.78 7.8t

8.15 8.18 7.88

7.50 7.56 7.50

7.59 7.56 7.50

7.94 8.00 7.88

7.69 8.09 8.0ó

7.56 7.62 7.44

7.s6 7.81 7.69

7.50 7.25 7.12

7.88 7.88 7.44

7.50 7.56 7.50

7.63 7.75 7.56

7.32 7.44 7.44

7.56 7.69 7.62

7.18 7.18 7.25

7.81 7.50 7.59



Table 2.3. 16Run Design Array with Summary Staristics

Run # BCDEO
1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

tô

T3

14

15

16

-1 -1 -i -1 -1

1 -1 -1 1 -1

-1 1 -1 1 -1

1 1 -r -1 -1

-1 -1 1 1 -1

1 -1 I -1 -1

-1 I i -1 -1

1 1 1 1 -1

-1 -i -i -1 1

I -1 -1 1 1

-1 1 -1 1 1

1i-i-1 1

-i -1 i 1 1

1-1 1-1 1

-1 1 1 -1 1

1ii11

7.790 .0173

8.070 .1652

7.520 .0346

7.633 .1021

'1.940 .0600

'7.947 .2228

7.540 .09t7

7.687 .1250

7 .290 . 1931

7.733 .2540

'7.520 .0346

7.647 .0961

7.400 .0693

7.623 .0651

7.203 .0404

7.633 .1595

To illustrate the proposed sEategy, we change the above produc!-array design to a

combined array design. Now the layout is a 16-run fractional factorial experiment with

three replicates. The new anay, with summary statistics, is shown in Table 2.3.

We first examine the dispenion effects. The estimated coefficients and effects based

on the sample standa¡d deviations are given in Table 2.4.



Table 2.4. Dispenion Coefficients and
Effects from Standard Deviations

Coefficient Effect

meân

B

C

BC

D

BD

CD

E

o

BO

co

BCO

DO

BDO

cDo

EO

0.108

0.041

-0.023

-0.005

-0.004

-0.002

0.023

0.00s

0.006

-0.011

-0.009

0.021

-0.026

0.001

0.025

0.011

0.082

-0.046

-0.010

-0.008

-0.004

0.046

0.010

0.012

-0.022

-0.018

0.042

-0.052

0.002

0.050

0.022

We plot the dispersion effects against the expected values of the standard normal

orde¡ statistics of size 15. The normal plot is displayed in Figure 2.1. If there are no

significant effects, the points will lie closeiy to a straight line. From this plot we identify

that B is a signifrca¡t dispersion effect. Once dispersion effect B is identi-fied, more precise



estimâtion of it is possible using maximum likelihood. I¡ fact, the MLEs of the standard

deviations for B at levels -1 and 1 are

ô1n-¡=@=.6s37
and

ôG+)=M=.rcn,
respectively. Thus, the MLE of o(x, e) is, using the theoretical result i¡ the Appendix to

this chapter,

ô(x, e¡ = '1225 + '0388x3'
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Figure 2.1. Normal plot of dispersion effects.

We next examine the location effects. Table 2.5 shows the estimated coefficients

a¡d effects of location. Again we plot the effects on the normal plot shown nFi.gwe 2.2.

Effects B, C, O, and CO are taken as significant eff.ects.



Table 2.5. Location Coefficients and Effects

mean

B

C

BC

D

BD

O
E

o

BO

co

BCO

DO

BDO

oo
EO

'L6JO

0.111

-0.088

-0.009

-0.014

-0.0i0

-0.018

0.052

-0.130

0.042

0.083

0.010

-0.054

0.020

-0.024

0.014

0.221

-0.r76

-0.017

-0.029

-0.020

-0.035

0.104

-0.260

0.084

0.165

0.020

-0.108

0.040

-0.047

0.027
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Figwe 2.2. Normal plot of location effects.

The location function f(x, e) is estimated by, using weighted least squares,

f(x, e¡ = 7.636 +.11lxs -.083xç -.154xe +.086xsxs.

Then we can compute the mean and va¡iance of the location function,

E.{î(x, e)) =7.636 +.1i1xs -.083xç,

Var.{î(x, e)) = (.15a +.086x.)2Var(x6)

= (-.154 +.086t)2

=.0311 - .0265xç,

noting that E(xe)=0 and Va¡(xo)=l, and xc2=i.

This example is a closeness-to-target case, and the expected quality loss is

E6'"(v' r)2 

=î:ll] .ji;:ï].,, + {E.rr(x, e)rz. rr2

The expected loss can be estimated by

2
o
oo1

;^

o
-l



Ê(y - r¡2 = v¿¡.{î(x, e) }2 + Ee[ô2(x, e)]+ {Euî(x, e) - T}2 .

Thus, we estimate the quality loss function with

Ê(y - Ð'= {E"î(x, e) - T}2 + Varu{î(x, e)} + Eeiê2(x, e) }

= Q.636 +.111xs -.083xs - T)2 +.0311 - .0265xç

+ (.1225 +.0388xs)2

=(7.636 +.111xs -.083xç-T)2 + .0476 +.0095xs - .0265x¿.

Silce the target value was not reported in the original article, we here assume that T=7.65.

Then

È(y - T' = Q.636 + . 1 1 1xs -.083xç - 7.65)2 + .047 6 + .095xs - .0265xç

= ,0670 + .0064xs - .0242xs-.0184xsxs,

because xstx"2=1. If we restrict each controi factor to take only the two levels -1 and 1,

the estimaæd loss wouid be

Êiy - l' =.0664, when x3=-1, ¡"=-1,

=.0548, when xu=-l, x"=1,

=.1160, when xs=l, xc=-1,

=.0308, when xB=1, xc=l.

Thus, when x¡=l and xc=1, the estimaæd loss is at a minimum of .0308. The mean

rcsponse at this point is

E"î(x, e) =7'636 +.1i1x3 -.083xs

=7.664.

We will Iater discuss exploring the contol-factor region that allows the estimaûed loss to be

further reduced.

Noæ that the variance function 82(x, e) takes a lower value when xB=-1, instead of

x¡=1 in the overall solution. The reason for this inconsisüency is that factor B affects bottr

the mean and variance of the response variable. The response variable hæ a larger bias at

xn=-1 than at xs=l. In fact, The biæes aæ given by

Eul(x,e) -7.65 =7.664 -'7 .65 =.014, whenxB=l and xq=1,



=7.442 - 7.65 = -.208, when xs=-l and xc=1.

2.4. Analysis Strategy for Unreplicated Experiments

In this section, we extend the analysis strategy to two-level factorial (or ftactional

factorial) experiments with a single replicate. Let yi (i=1, ..., lrl) be responses from an N-

run experiment with single replication. Suppose the data follow

y1 =f(z)+Ç1,

with E(É)=0 ard Var(()=6212), i=1, ..., N.

2.4.1. Data Analysis Sraægy

In the case of single replication, we first estimate the location function, then use the

residuals to estimate the variance function. The strategy includes the following 5 steps:

Step 1. Identify significant location effects.

Step 2. Identify significant dispersion effects using the residuals.

Step 3. Estimate the location and variance functions.

Step 4. Estimate the expected quality loss.

Step 5. Find úe optimal setting of the control factors that minimizes this loss.

2.4.2. Location Effects

The first step is to identify the location effects. læt y represent the Nxi vector of the N

observations. Z stül represents the design marix. Consider now the following linear model

y =zrx +8,

where o=(ct0, ..., c¡¡-r)T represents the vecto¡ of unknown coefficients, and ( is the

vecto¡ of random errors. Thus, 241, ..., 2o¡-r a¡e the N-l estimable main effects and

interactions of location. The ordi¡ary least squares estimator of g is

& = (rngzry.

2.4.3. Dispersion Effects

To identify signifieant dispenion effecls, we use a technique suggosted by Box and

Meyer (1986). Since there is only a single replicate, we first need to identify the significânt



effects of location. Suppose p effects, ineluding the mean, are considered significant. Let

Z1 represent the Nxp matrix consisting of p columns associated with those p significant

effects. Then the vector of the predicted responses is

! = 1t¡N¡zrzrrv.

Thus, the residual vector is obtained as follows
ô^¡ =v- v

=tr- elN)zptlly.

We calculate N-1 va¡ia¡ce ratios using the residuals. For example, for the ith column

in the design matix Z we could compute the S2(i-), the sum of squares from the N/2

residuals associated with a minus sign and compare it widr S2(i+), the sum of squares from

N/2 residuals associated with a plus sign to provide the ¡ario F*=S2(i+)/S2(i-). Note that

this F* ratio does not have an F distribution because the appropriate assumptions are not

met. However, we will compare the ratio with a critical value from the F distribution for a

rough indication of significance. If the expected values of two variances at level -1 and 1

are the same, then lnF* will be close to 0; on the other hand, if the two expected values are

quite different, the logged ratio will be far away from 0. Box and Meyer (1986) provide a

more detailed examination of the F*-ratios.

It is very important to note that these N-1 ratios are not independent, thus their

usefuiness is only in detecting a single significant effect of N-1 effects. I¡ fact the test can

srated as

IIs: one effect is significant

vs

H1: no effect is significant.

In application, no test could effectively detect more than one significant dispersion effect

because the number of runs is usually small.

If, indeed, at least two logged variance ratios are far away from 0, ça¡eful

conside¡ation is required. Box and Meyer (1986) also briefly examined this case. The basic

-34-



idea is to project the variances into a two-way tâble for two facto¡s or a three-way tabie for

three factors.

2.4.4. MLEs of the l¡cation and Varia¡ce Functions

To compute the maximum likelihood estimates of both the location and variance

functions, we use the method suggested originally by Hartley and Jayatillake (1923), and

recently by Box and Meyer (1986). In this method, conditionat on the dispersion effects,

location effects are obtained by weighted least squares. The dispersion effects a¡e then

recomputed from the residuals and the iteration continues until convergence is achieved.

The initial estimates of the location effects can be obtained by ordinary least squares.

Hartley and Jayatillake showed that the method will converge to a stationary point of the

likelihood function.

2.4.5. Example 2.2

This example was originally reported in Montgomery (1991, p.524). Parts

manufactu¡ed ín an injection-molding process were experiencing excessive shrinkage. An

experiment was conducted to study seven factors of the process. These seven factors are

given in Table 2.6, and each of them was examined at two levels.

Tabte2.6. Factors Under Study

A: Mold Temperature

B: Screw speed

C: Holding time

D: Qcle time

E; Moistu¡e content

F: Gate size

G: Holdine oressue



The experimenters decided to use a 16-run twolevel fractional factoriai design.

Table 2.7 indicates that it is a 2ff aesign, wirh generarors I=ABCE, I=BCDF, and

I=ACDG. The last column of Table 2.7 g¡ves the observed sh¡inkage x10 (in percentage)

for the test part produced by each of the 16 runs.

Table 2.7 . The Design for the Injection-Molding Experìment

Run#DCBAEFcv(x10)
1-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -i-1 6

2-1 -1 -1 11-1 110
3-t-1 1-1 11-1 32

4-1 -1 11-1 1160
5 -1 1 -1 -1 1 I | 4

6-1 1-1 i-1 1-1 15

7-r11-1 -1 -1 126
8-1 1111-1 -1 60

91,-1 -1 -i-1 118
10 1-1 -1 111-1 t2

1i1-1 1-1 1-1 134
12 1-1 11-i-1 -1 60

L3 11-1 -1 1-1 -1 t6

t4 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 5

t5 111-1 -1 1-i37
tó111111152



We first examine the location function. The coefficients and effects of location are

computed and showed in Table 2.8. V/e then plot the effecrs on the normal plot shown in

Figure 2.3.

Table 2.8. Location Coefficients and Effects

Coefficient

mean

D

C

CD

B

BD

BC

F

A

AD

AC

G

AB

ABD

E

DE

27.312

0.688

-0.438

-0.063

17.813

-0.063

-0.938

0.i88

6.938

-2.688

-0.813

-2.438

5.938

0.063

0.188

0.313

1.376

-0.876

-0.126

35.626

-0.126

-t.876

0.376

t3.876

-s.376

-1.626

-4.876

11.87ó

0.126

0.376

0.626
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Figure 2.3. Normai plot of location effecß. The effects are plotted
against the expected values of the nomral order statistics.

We take A, B and AB as significant location effects. The location function are,

therefore, estimated by

i =27.312 + 6.938xa + 17.813xs + 5.938xaxs.

In the original analysis reported in Montgomery (1991), both A and B were considered to

be control facto¡s. It is easy to see from Figure 2.4 that both A (mold temperature) and B

(screw speed) should be set at the low level. More importantly, we discover from this plot

that the process is very insensitive to the mold tempe¡atue when the screw speed is set at

the low level. Therefore, it is not necessary to control the mold temperature in the actual

manufacnring setting. We consider it to be a noise facto¡ in the current analysis.
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Figure 2.4. AxB, or mold temperature and søew speed
interaction plot.

To examine dispersion effects, we fust câlculate the residuals by computing

6i = îi _ y¡ i=t,2, ..., 16,

We then can proceed to calcuiate the 15 F*-ratios. For example, to compute the F*-ratio for

effect D, we add up the last 8 squared residuals associated with the high level 1, and divide

it by the sum of the first 8 squared residuals associated with the low level -1, this is,

"2,8 
2,Y 2,r 2,8 2,2 2,L 2,L 2p-x b9 -910 -''11 -512 -9 

= 1.646.-D 
lr2+122+132+la2+152+\62+112+1,

AII the other F*-ratios a¡e calculated in the simiJar way and given in Table 2.9 whe¡e the

logged F*-ratios are computed as well. We compare the ratios with lnFg, B, o,o2s=1n4.43=

1.488 for indicadon of significant dispersion effects. Evidently, C is a significant

dispenion effect.
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Table 2.9. The F*-Ratios and Logged F*-Ratios

F* lnF*

D

c

æ

B

BD

BC

F

A

AD

AC

G

AB

ABD

E

DE

1.646 0.498

11.341. 2.428

1.674 0.5i5

0.829 -0.188

0.829 -0.188

0.801 -0.222

0.739 -0.302

0.684 -0.380

1.246 0.220

0.674 -0.39s

1.15 0.140

1.113 0.107

t.682 0.520

0.965 -0.036

2.044 0.715

Using the iteration method suggested in the previous section, the location funcfion

can be re-estimated by, using weighted least squares,

4 - ¡t z'¡cr - -,.,-) +7.712x6 + i8.706x8 + 5.759xaxs.

We now estimate the varia¡rce function. Fi¡st we obtain the followi¡g estimates, using the

residuals,

ô1c-¡ = 2,a56



ô{c+¡ = 16'332'

Then o(x, e) is estimated by

ô1x, e; = 9'479 + 6'963xç'

Since in the current example we desire the shrinkage to be as small as possible, this

is a Smalle¡-Is-Better case. The expected quality loss is

Er, u(v2) = varq, e(l) + 1rq, 
"(r))2

= Varelf(x, e)l + Eu[o2(x, e)] + (8.[f(x, e)] )2.

This expected quality loss is estimated by

È(y2) = v*.{1(*, e¡J2 + r"¡ôz(x, e)l + (E.[î(x, e)])2.

Thus, we have

È(y2) = vauif(x, e)l + EA[ô2(x, e)] + {E¡tt(x, e)l}2

= (7 .7 12+5.7 59xs)2Var(xa)+(9.4 19+6.9 63x")z+(2i7 .7 29+18.7 06xs)z

= 1348.654 + 1726.224xs+ 13 1. 169xç,

because xs2=x"2=1, and E(xA)=Q and E(xoz¡=1. Thus, the optim¿l sstdrt of the control

factors B and C a¡e xs=-l and xc=-l, with the minimal loss 91.261. The estimated

minimal shrinkage is

e¿lf(x, e)J = 77.729 + 18.706xs = 9.023,

wittr variance equal to

varo[î(x, e)] + EA[ô2(x, e)] = (7.712+5.759xs)2 + (9.419+6.963xç)z

=9.846.

2,5. Exploring the Control-Factor Region

In the two examples discussed earlier, we optimized the expected quaiity loss under

the consraint that the conEol factors only take two levels -1 and 1. When the conrol

factors are quantitative factors, it is possible to fu¡the¡ reduce the expected qualiry loss

through exploring the continuous control-factor region. However, the øitical requirement

for this to wo¡k is that the fitted model must be adequate in the region being explored



For illusration, consider the leaf spring example. The expected quality loss is

estimated by

Ê(v - r)'= væ.{î(x, e)} + Ee(ô2(x, e)) + {Euî(x, e) - T}2

= (-.154 +.086x6)2 + (.j,225 + .0388xs)2

+ Q.636 + .1 1 txs -,083xq-7.65)2.

For the purpose of searching the optimal setting, we need to keep the squared terms. Thus,

the estimated quality loss, denoting it by L, becomes

L = .0389 + .0064xs - .0242x" -.0184x¡xç + .0138x¡2 + .0143xç2.

We compute partial de¡ivatives and set them equal ro 0,

* = .OOe¿ - .0i84xç + .0276xs = 0,
dxB

* = -.Oror- .0184xs + .0286x6 = 0.
dxc

Solving the above tlvo equations, we find the following optimal solution

xs = .582 a¡d xc= 1.221,

with the estimated loss ¡educed from L=.0308 at xs=l and xc=1, to L=.0260 at the cur¡ent

point.

Whether xs=.582 artd xc=1.221 is indeed a better setting than x¡=1 and xc=1

depends on the adequacy of both the fitted response model and the estimated variance

function over the expanded control-factor region. Without this information, we can do a

few more runs of test at x"=.J$2 and xc=l.221 fo¡ confi¡mation.

2.6. Concluding Remark

In this chapter we have proposed two data analysis strategies for parameter design

for a very general location-variance model. For replicated experiments, we use the repeated

observations at each design point to calcr¡late the sample standard deviation, The dispersion

effects based on these sta¡da¡d deviations are plotted on a normal plot to identify signiñcant

dispersion effects. To find significant location effects, the estimated effects based on the



sample means are plotted on a normal plot. Then both locadon and variance functions are

estimated by maximum likelihood.

For unreplicated experiments, the significant location effects have to be identi_fied

a¡d estimated flrst. We then use the residuals to identify signifîcant dispersion effects.

Once the signiñcalt effects of both rtre location and dispersion are determined, ít ís possible

to compute more accurate estimates by maximum likeiihood For both replicated and

unreplicated experiments, the expected quality loss can be estimated ¿¡d ¡ni¡imi2sd in ¡þs

same way.

Appendix

i. Location-Variance Model

Suppose the true modei is

y = f(x, er, ez) + É,

with

Eg(Elx, er, e) = 0 and Varq(Ëlx, e1, e2) = 62, Q.4)

where (e1, e) is the set of the noise factors. Funher suppose that e2 was not included in

the design array. Then the assumed model would be like

y = fr(x, er) + Ë*,

where fl(x, er)=E.z {f(x, er, ez)}. The mean of l* given x and e1, considering e2 and (

as random variables, is

E6, er(Ë*lx, er) = E€, e2 (y - f1(x, e1)lx, e1)

= Eg,e ,(y lx, e1) - f1(x, e1)

= Eq, e, {f(x, e1, e2) + (lx, e1) - f1(x, e1)

= Eq, er(Elx, er)

= 8., (Eg(Çlx, er, eÐ )

=0.

since Ç*=¡1¡, e1, e2) + Ç - ft(x, e1), it is easy to see that

(2.3)



Eq*(É*lx, er) = EË,",(É*lx, e1) = 0.

The variance of Ç* given x and e1, considering e2 and I as random variables, is

varq' e'(€* x' .'' 
--T.;;;::."'.;l;:,l;:i]i;i u,(Eztx, e1)

+2Eq e"{[f(x, e1, e2) - f1(x, er)](lx, e,i

Varu, {f(x, e1, e)lx, e, } + E., {Eg(Ë21x, e1, e2) J

+ 2 Eur@r{[f(x, e1, e) - fr(x, e,)]Çlx, e1, e2J)

= Var., If(x, e1, e2)lx, e1] + o2

+ 2 E., {[f(x, e1, e2) - f1(x, e1)]EÉ[61x, et, e2] ]

= Var., {f(x, er, e2)lx, e1} + o2

= Kz(x, el),

where r2(x, e1) denotes Varu, {f(x, e1, e2)lx, e1} + o2. Again we can easily see that

Var6*(Ë*lx, e1) = Varq, er(€*lx, e1) = K2(x, el).

Clearly, the original homogeneous model (2.1) nd (2.2) has become a location-variance

modei

y = fi(x, er) + Ë*, (2.5)

with

Eg*(É*lx, e1) = 0 and Varq*(Ë*lx, e,) = r2(x, er). Q.6)

2. Maximum Likelihood Estimate of the Variance Function

We now discuss how to estimate the variance function. As mentioned earlier, the

exact distribution of Ç¡ (i=1, ..., N, j=t, ..., I) is assumed to be nonnal. Let

vi = (J-1)s¡2, i=1,..., N.

Then v/[o2(z)] has a chi-square distribution with J-l degrees of freedom. We denote

&(zi) by oi2. Since v1, v2, ...r v¡ are independent, thet log likelihood function is

rnr. = c-Ðår"¡-ä|,n,",,, ,



where c= -Nhtriþ2rr-rrpl * tE, ¡!rnu,.
i=1

Since the dispersion effects were identified by using the saaple smnda¡d deviation

as dependent variable, the standard deviation function can be written as

o(z*) = Bo* + Êt*"r* +... + Pp*fo*,

where z*=(zl*, ...,tr*)t denotes the p independent variables that vary according to the

columns, corresponding to those identified p effects, in the design array. Naturally, 4* is

the subset of the ith run z¡ for i=1, 2, ..., N. To estimate these effects, we replace oi in the

log likelihood function by o(z¡*), and find fis*, Êr*, ..., *d Êo* ,hut maximize the log

likelihood function. Then the MLE of the sta¡rdard deviation function is

â12*¡ =fl'* *Êr*rr* + ... + Êp*fu*.

Consequently, the MLE of the va¡iance function is

Mçz*¡ = (Êo* * Êr*r,* + ... + fln*zo*)2.

Now we consider some speciai cases.

Case 1: p=0 and o(z*)=Bo*

In this case there is no dispersion effect, this is, o,=o-Bo*, i=1, ..., N. The log

likelihood function becomes

f-l r N
tnr=C-iþm"or-.!Iu,.

Set

AhL _-(J-t)N*a$u,=o.
ôo o 63?=t'

The MI-E of o is obtained as follows



Case 2: p=1 and o(z*)=B¡*+ Br*zr*

In this case there is one significa-nt effect. Suppose it is effect A. IVithout loss of

genera-lity, we further suppose that effect A was ser at level -1 for the f¡¡st N/2 observations

with a standard deviation o(A-) and at level 1 for the last NZ obsewations 'vith a standâ¡d

deviation õ(A+). Thus, oi=o(A-), i=l, ..., N/2, and o'=614¡¡, i=N/2+1,..., N. It is easy

to see that Bs* and Bt* relate to o(Al and o(A+) as follows

Bo*={o(Ar+o(A+)}/2,

and

Ê1*= {o(A+) _o(A_)}12.

In the current case the log likelihood function becomes

lnl = c - 
(J-l)N 

rno(A-)2 - CjNr'o1e*¡t

tU2tN- - \'v, _ -------:- \i\,.
2o(A-)2L¿' 2o(A+)zr_ff *i

ahl- (J-i)N I Y2r'v, = 0.ðo(A) 2o(A-) o3(A-)fi '

and

AkL =_(J-l)N+ 1 $u,=0.
ôo(A+¡ 2o(A+) o3(A+)i_Nã+i

Then the MLEs of (Al and (A+) are obtained by

ô(e+)=\ffi-åt=./ff-j

Thus, the MLEs of B6* and B1* are computed as follows



and

Êo*={ô(A-)+ô(A+)}/2,

Ê1*={ô(A+)_ô<e_lltz.

Case 3: p=2 and o(z*)=Bo*+ þr*rr** þ"* ro*

In this case two of the effects a¡e significant. Suppose the two effects are A and B.

Without loss of generality, further suppose that effects A and B were set at levels - 1 a¡d -1

for the fust N/4 observations with a sta¡dard deviation o(A-, B-), at levels -1 and 1 for the

second N/4 observations with a standard deviation o(A-, B+), at levels 1 and -1 for the

third N/4 observations with a standa¡d deviation o(A+, B-), and at levels 1 and 1 for the

last N/4 observations v/ith a standa¡d deviation o(A+, B+). That is

oi= o(A-, B-), i=1, ..., N/4,

oi= o(A-, B+), i=N/4+1,..., N/2,

oi = o(A+, B-), i=N/2+1, ..., 3N/4,

, oi= o(A+, B+), i=3N/4+1,..., N.

Employing similar argument, we obtain the following MLEs

\ffi{

The MLEs of a¡e Þo*, Êr* a,rd fo* computed by

Êo* = (ô(e-, B-) + ô(A-, n+¡ + ô1a+, B-) + 6(A+, B+))/4,

ô(e-, s-l =

ô(¡,-, s+) =

ô(e+, sl =

--
#,=*ìi"'

-ãñ/4--r F^zl-1 Lri ," ' i=N/2+1

#,=,å:,'

\ffi=
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Êr* = {ô(A+, n-¡ + òçe+, B+) - ô(A-, B-) - ô(A-, B+))i4,

Êr* = {ô(,r-, B+) + ô(A+, s+) - ò(A,-, s-) - ô(e+, n-))¡¿.

Hence the MLE of the standard deviation function is

ô{z*¡ = þo* + þr*2,*' *þz*rz*.

If it is significant, we can also compute the interaction of A and B as follows

Êr2* = {ô(A+, n+¡ + ô1e-, B-) - ô(A-, B+) - ô(A+, B-)l/4.

The standard deviation function becomes

â{z*¡ = flo* + flr*2,* +þz*.2* + þr2* z1z2*.

For the other cases in which there are more than two significant dispersion effects,

the MLE of the standard deviation function can be computed similarly, although the

computation is certainiy more tedious.



3. Transforming the Response Variable

3.1, Motivation

In chapter 2 the expected quality loss is taken as a¡r ove¡all measu¡e to be minimized.

Although it is considered to be ân appropriate measure, the expected quality loss has its

d¡awbacks. One that has been pointed out by some researchers is that the estimated quality

loss has inÍactable statistical properties, unlike the sample mean and the sample variance

that have very nice distributional properties (e.g., see Box, 1988; Shoemaker et ai., 1991).

The othe¡ main d¡awback is that the optimal setting depends on the târget value. This

dependency restricts the usefulness of the knowledge obtained regarding the process or

product that is being investigated, because the optimal control-factor sening wili be no

longer optimal when the target value is changed to a new 1evel in the future. From an

engineer's point of view, this is undoubtedly a major disadvantage. In theory we can re-

optimize the estimated quality ioss of the response variable around the ne.r target value,

however, this approach may not work when the new optimal control-factor setting is out of

the design region.

On the other hand, the two-step procedures reviewed in chapter 1 are Eemendously

advantageous, if there exist adjusunent factors. In this case, all optimal levels of the control

factors except for that of the âdjusment factors are independent of the target value. When

the target value changes, we only need to fine-rune the adjusûnent factors to bring the mean

response to the newer target value. Product and process designs that have this feature

provide flexibility in the overall engineering design as well as in process conÍol. Simply by

manipulating adjusbnent facto$, engineers wiil be able to shift easi-ly the target value of the

response variabie to meet the changed requirements of customers.

Some products and processes have obvious adjusment factors that a¡e well known

to design engineers. Many other products and processes may not have any known

adjustment factor. When the¡e do not exist any obvious adjustrnent factors, there is,



fortunately, a technique in statistics that allows us to identify them f¡om the rest of rhe

control factors. The technique is to transform the response variable so that the variance of

the transformed response variable depends only on some of the control factors in the

design. The other control factors are, therefore, chosen as adjustment factors if they can

affect the mean response. This idea of d¿ta transformation is called separation. Besides

separation, another reason for transformation is that the anaiysis and the interpreution of

the ¡esults are often improved if an appropriate Eansfo¡mation results in a simpler model.

This second concept is called parsimony. Box (1988) originalty introduced the concepts of

parsimony and separation in the context of parameter design. He also proposed an effective

empirical procedu¡e, called lambda plot, to help in diagnosing a transformation that would

achieve these two aims. However, it only applies to product-array designs with replicates.

His procedure consists of plotting the t values of the effects against the values of X", an

index parameter for a family of transformations. The Eansforrnation that yields maximum

simplification and separation is selected

In this chapter rfle propose an empirical procedure to help identify a suitable

transformation from experiments based on a combined array design. In the combined array

design both conuol and noise factors a¡e accommodated in a single design layout. lve plot

the standardized values of the relevant statistics versus the values of X" to find a

transformation that separates the conrol factors into adjusulent factors and non-adjusnnent

factors. The optimization of the expected loss can then be done sequentially with a two-step

procedure.

3.2. Use of Transformations

Transfornring the response variable is a very useful technique in statistics (e.g., see

Box and Cox, 1964; and Box, 1988). In general, transformation is used to achieve a

simpler model, stabilize the variance of the response variable, and normalize the error

distribution. ln parameter design, however, the purpose is quite differenL ln fact, the main



objective of transformation is to sepa¡ate the conüol factors into two subsets, adjustrnent

factors and the rest. The existence of adjustrnent factors faciliøtes the oprimization of the

expected quality 1oss. A secondary objective is the hope that rhe Eansformation also

provides a simpler model.

Consider the following response model

y = f(x, e) + €,,

where Ç is the erro¡ term, x is the vecto¡ of the control factors and e is the vecto¡ of the

noise factors. fi5sums ¡]¡¿¡ 2=þ(y) is an appropriate transforrnation that separates the control

vector into two subsets x=(d, a) such that subset a affect the mean p"of z but not the

, a ^ ---vanance 62' oÍ z. We wnte

z = h(y) = g(d, a, e) + q,

where 11 is the model eno¡ term with E(¡ld, a, e)=0 and Var(¡ld, a, e)=1.

The mai¡ reason that we æsume a constant variance is that ou¡ main focus is fust to

find a transformation that satisfies the separation requirement. Anothe¡ reason is that the

transformation often stabilizes the variance. Even if the va¡iance is not stabilized, we still

can use the data analysis strategies proposed in chapter 2 to investigate the variance

function c2=&@,a,e).

Consider q and e as random variables. The mean and variance of z in the

application setting are

[" = h'.(z) = Eulg(d' a' e)] = ¡t"(d' a),

or2 = Yat,t,, e(z) = Varelg(d, a, e)] + d = o"2(d)

noting that Covn, e[E(d, a, e), î]=0 (see the Appendix to chapter 2). Then the modified

version of P¡ocedure 5 of chapter 1 can be applied as follows

P¡ocedure 5':

(1) Find a rarsformation, z=h(y), to make var(z)=oz2(d), independenr of

a, the subset of adjustment factors.

(2) Choose d* to minimize o"21d;.



(3) Adjust a to a* so that ¡r,(d*, a*)=hCI), where T is the target value for y.

Note that in the above discussion we do not require either a product-array design or

an experiment to be replicated. As matter of fact, neithe¡ of them is essential. The only task

is to find a way for estimating E.[g(d, a, e)] and Var.[g(d, a, e)]. For a product-array

design, Box (1988) proposed plotting the suitable relevant statistics such as t vaiues of both

dispersion effects and location effects against the value of À, to help identify a

transformation.

We now extend the transformation technique to experiments with a combined array

design. We fust estimate the transformed response model as a function of both control a¡d

noise facto¡s. Then the mean and variance functions of the Eansformed response variable

are computed analytically from the fitted response model, considering the noise factors as

random variables. The coefficients in the va¡iance function as well as the coefficients in the

mean function will be plotted against the values of 1,, to help select a transformation that

provides adjustment factors independent of the variance of the transformed response

variable.

Suppose that a family of ransformations y(r) ir indr** by a parameær 1,. The most

commoniy considered family of transfor¡nations is that of power transformations defined as

follows (e.g., see Box and Cox, 1964; Box and Fung, 1983; Gnze, L99l)

y@)= log(y),

= (yr_1y1.,

î.=0,

1"\0.

Vy'e will use this family of ransformations in tiris chapter.

3.3. Rescale the Effects

'When the response variable is transforrned, its scale will be transformed as well.

For example, if the transforrnation selected is z=ln(y), 2 meters in the original scale will be

üansformed to 0.69 log-meters in the transforrned scale. A lamMa plor of these effects is

useless since these effects are on completely different scales for the different values ofÀ.



'We are required to rescale the effects to make them comparable. For experiments with

replicates, the task is relatively simple. Under a transformation z = h(y), we first identify

and estimate the location effects. Then the error variance d w l be estimated by ttre within

sample mean squares sr2. All the effects a¡e divided by sr, and these rescaled effects a¡e

commonly called studentized effects.

For unreplicated experiments, the above technique is not applicable, because there

is no estimate of the eno¡ va¡iance. What we have got from such an experiment of size N

are (N-1) single-degree-of-freedom main effects and interactions. Grize (1991) suggested

three alternative ways to rescale the effects of interest. The first approach is to scale the

effects using the standard enor obtained from those N-l effects. Is major drawback is that

the estimate of the standard eno¡ will be inflated since the significant effects a¡e included.

Thus, the second approach is to trim a certain percentage (207o was suggested) of the

effects before calculating the søndard deviation. A thi¡d choice is to compute the pseudo

standa¡d er¡or (PSE) of Lenth (1989) define.d as

PSE = 1.5 x median (lc¡l: lcil<2.5o6, i=1, ..., N-1),

where the c¡ a¡e the effects and o0 is defined by

oo = 1.5 x median (lcf : i=l, ..., N-1).

Gnze $991) showed that the second approach is the most effective, and that the PSE-

based version did not perfomr any better.

In this chapter we rescale the effects through using the well-k¡own family of

normalized power transfonnations recommended by Box and Cox (1964). Denote ! the

geometric mean of the data, computed from j,=exp(n-lllny). The family of normaiized

power ransformations is defi¡ed as follows

ttD = j,iog(r),

= (yr-r)¡(xir-r),

À=0,

Þ0.



This nonnalization makes it possible to compare the effects of the transformed response

variable. In addition, the use of the normalized power transformations is easier than the

three techniques suggested by Grize (1991).

3.4. Example

We use a simulated experiment to illustrate the transformation technique described

above. In this example, there a¡e five factors, each with two levels. Factors A, B, C and D

a¡e control factors, and factor E is a noise facto¡. A 32-run full factorial design is chosen.

The design and data are given in Table 3.1.

We compute the main effects and interactions of the response model at the original

scale, i.e., â.=1. The normal plot of Figure 3.1 shows main effects A, C, D and E, along

with interactions AD, AE, ADE, CD, CE and DE, are significant.
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Figure 3.1. Normal plot of location effects on the original scale.
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Table 3.1. Design for the Simulated Example

Run#ABCDE
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1t.759
2 -t -1 -1 -1 1 10.620

3 -l -1 -1 1 -1 22.067

4 -t -1 -1 1 1 18.700

5 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 11.114

6 -1 -1 1 -1 I t5.425

7 -1, -1 1 1 -1 23.851

8-1 -1 i1132.907
9 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 10.038

10 -1 1 -1 -1 1 9.335

11 -1 1 -1 1 -1 19.535

L2-1 1,1 11t8.292
13 -1 1 1 -1 -1 10.838

t4-1 11-1 118.085
15-1 111-1 2t.958
16-1 11113097L
17 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 20.537

18 1 -1 -1 -1 1 8.841

19 1 -1 -1 I -1 40.855

20 1-1 -1 1115.766
21, 1 -1 1 -1 -1 20.280

22 1-1 1-1 113.370
23 1-1 11-1 43.772

24 1-1 11r28.113
25 1 1 -1 -1 -1 22.106

26 11-1 -1 19.185
n11-1 1-1 42.619

28 11-1 1116.546
29 111-1 -1 21.787

30 111-1 114.173
31 11i1-1 44.901

32 1 1 I 1 1 27.162



The response model is estimated by using least squares

î = 20.110 +3.266x¡+2.560xa+ 6.891xo - 3.747xs+ 1.120xax¡

- 4.590xoxB + 1.14'1xsx¡ + i.998xçx6 - 1.302x¡x6- 1.536x¡x¡xB.

Si¡ce E is a noise factor, the mean and variance ofthe fitæd rcsponse are

EB(î) = zo. t to + 3.266x¡+ 2.560xç + 6.891x¡ + 1.120xax¡ + r.744xçxp,

and

VarB($¡ = ç 3.141- 4.590xa+ 1.998xs - 1.302xp - 1.536xoxo)2Var(xu)

= 38.980 + 32.834x ¡ - 12.5 5 lxç + 22.280xe - 1 8.342xaxç

+ 27.602x¿xp - 5.203xçx¡ - 6.i38xaxçx¡,

where it is assumed that E(xB)=O and Var(xs)=i. From the these results we see that control

factors A, C, and D affect the mean function as well æ the variance function. Clearly, there

is no adjustrnent factor on the original scale.

We now use the lambda plots to find an appropriaûe transformation that will

separab the confol factors into two groups: adjusÍnent factors and non-adjusunent factors.

For À=-2 to 2 (.5), we obtai¡ the mean and variance functions in the same way as we did

earlier for l,=1. Then the coefficients of the mean and variance are plotted in the

corresponding lambda plots æ shown in Figurcs 3.2 and 3.3.
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Figure 3.2. LamMa plot for the
coefficients of the mean function.
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Figure 3.3. Lambda plot for the
coefficients of the variance function.

From the above rwo plots, we find that the log uansformation, or Þ0, produces an

adjustrnent factor. Clearly, factor D affects the mea¡ function in Figure 3.2, but not the

va¡iance function in Figure 3.3. Furthermore, on the new scale the model has a simpler

for¡n. In fact, we discover from Figure 3.4 that effects A, C, D, E, AE, and CE a¡e

significant effects of the new response variable under the log ransformation.
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Figure 3.4. Nonnai plot of the location effects of the logged
response variable.

F¡om the two lambda plots, we decide to select the iog transform"Oon ,=i'log(y),

since it yielded greatest separation and simplification. Using least squares, we estimate the

response model as foilows

2 = 5a9ß + 6.251xp + 2.466x¡ + 2.546xç - 2.520x8

- 3.805xaxs + 2.185xcx8.

Since E is a noise factor, we have

Es(â¡ = 54.913 + 6.251xp + 2.466x6+ 2.546xç,

and

Varrlâ¡ = ç 2.520 - 3.805xa + 2. 185xc)2var(xE)

=25.603 + L9.I77xs- 11.012xç - 16.628xaxç.

From the above mean and variance functions, we see that factor D affects the mean

response but not the variance, while factors A and C affect both the mean and variance of

the ransformed response variable z. Thus, factor D is an adjustrnent facor that can be fine-

tuned to bring the mean response to the target value.
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Table 3.2. F*-Ratios and l,ogged F*-Ratios

Effect lnF*F*

A
B

AB

c
AC

BC

ABC

D

AD

BD

ABD

CD

ACD

BCD

ABæ
E

AE

BE

ABE

CE

AG,
BCE

ABCE

DE

ADE

BDE

ABDE

CDE

ACDE

BCDE

ABCDE

0.472 -0.750

0.962 -0.039

0.803 -0.219

0.803 -0.2t9

r.203 0.184

0.752 -0.285

0.768 -0.264

0.473 -0.748

1.101 0.097

0.964 -0.037

1.269 0.239

t.042 0.041

0.891 -0.i16

0.839 -0.176

3.29t 1.191

0.97L -0.029

1.057 0.055

1.250 0.223

0.863 -0.147

1.124 0.1t7

0.500 -0.692

1.618 0.481

0.688 -0.375

0.639 -0.448

1.553 0.440

0.738 -0.304

0.747 -0.292

0.753 -0.283

1.644 0.497

i.069 0.067

t.022 0.022



Although we assumed earlier that the va¡iance of the erro¡ term î is consrant, it is

possible to investigate the heterogeneity of the variance using the techniques of chapter 2.

Choosing the log Eaxsformation, we use the fitted model to compute the residuals. \Ve then

compute the F*-ratios and logged F*-ratios that are given i¡ Table 3.2. Comparing lnF*

with inFt 6, t6,.s1=1n3.381=1.218, we conclude that there is no potentially significant F*

ratio. Thus, the variance of the enor term can be conside¡ed constant

3.5. Concluding Remark

As we have seen in the example of section 3.4, tansforming the response variable

is very useful technique for parameter design. It enables us to identify adjustment factors

from the control factors, and consequently, parameter design can be done with a two-step

procedure. The advantage of a two-step procedure over the direct optimization of the

expected loss is its convenience and flexibiliry.

The conceptual simplicity and empirical nature of the lambda plots make them

useful tools in parameter design. However, it should be recognized they are exploratory

techniques and should only be used to suggest ways of analyzing the data. The

experimenter should be aware of the risks inherent in the analysis of unreplicated

experiments because no precise estimate of the error variance is available.



4. Combined Robust Design

4.1. Introduction

In chapters 2 and 3, we proposed several data analysis procedures for par¡meter

design when the underlying model of the product/process is unknown. Actual physicai

experiments have to be done to collect data for modeling the quality cha¡acteristic of the

produc¡/process. Because industrial experimentation is often very costiy, careful design and

efficient analysis of experiments are of great importance. The recently developed combined

anay design provides an effective way ofreducing the size ofan experiment, and increases

the flexibility in selection of estimable effects.

Although in most indusrial resea¡ch the exact mathematical form of the fundamentai

model is often unknown, there are still many situations in which the exact functional

relationship of the model is known to the design engineers. For example, in tire electronics

industry ma:ry products ald processes a¡e assembled together with electronic components

whose mechanism and behaviors are well known, There are many of assembled consume¡

products such as TV's, VCR's, radios and temperature controllers, among others. We call

the known model that relates the response characteristic to the assembled components, a

tra¡sfe¡ function.

Knowledge of the ransfer function is a femendous advantage (see Taguchi, 1986;

Taguchi and Wu, 1985; Box and Fung, 1986; Welch et al, 1990). Principally, costly

physical experiments are now not necessary; experimenution is replaced by compuøtion

with the known model. Numerical computation is undoubtedly much cheaper than physical

experimentation. A¡ added advantage is that the optimization of the expected quality loss

could be more accurate since the exact transfer function is given and no estimation is

needed.

In generai, Taguchi (Taguchi, 1986; Taguchi and Wu, 1985; Taguchi and Phadke,

1984) divides the productþrocess design into three stages: system design, parameter



design and tole¡a¡ce design. In the system design st¿ge, design engineers produce a basic

functional prototype design. Parameter design, also called robust design, is used to

determine the optimal setting of the control facto¡s that makes the productþrocess

insensitive to the noise factors. During this stage, the tolerances of the conrol factors are

chosen to be large so that the raw-material and manufacnring costs are kept low. Finally,

tolerance design is carried out, if necessary, to tighten the tolerances of the controi factors

and thus, further reduce the variation on the basis of their cost-effectíveness. Tighter

tole¡a¡rces will certainly reduce the variation of the response va¡iable, while they increase

the component costs,

When the Fansfer function is unknown, the main emphasis of quality improvement

is placed on parameter design, and tolerance design is seldom dealt with. This is because

parameter design can reduce variation without inc¡easing cosl In addiúon, tolerance design

is difficult to do without knowing the transfer function. On the other hand, when the

transfer function is known, tolerance design can be easily done to fu¡ther reduce the

variation taking into account of the cost-effectiveness.

Although parameter design and tolerance design have always been done separately

(see Taguchi, 1986; Taguchi and Wu, 1985; Box and Fung, 1986; Welch et a1., 1990),

they are acfl¡ally inter-connected. In this chapter, we provide a unifying fonnularion of

robust product/process design that inte$ates parameter design and tolerance design into

one single optimization problem. This integrated problem involving parameter design and

tolerance design is called combined robust design The new formulation presents potential

for further significant reduction of the response variation over the existing thee-stage

formulation.

4.2. Formulation of the Problem

Consider a producç/process that is assembled togerher with n component parts with

nominal values xr, x2, ..., and x,r. Suppose the response quality characteristic, y, is linked



to xl, x2, ..., and xn through a known transfer funcúon y=F(xt, xz, ..., ç). Generally,

the nominal values of xi, x2, ..., and xn are chosen by design engineers, and thus, they can

be taken as conrrol factors. Let x=(xr, x2, ..., \), called a confol_factor setting. The

transfer function can be written as

Y = F(x)'

The target value of the quality cha¡acteristic y is assumed to be a fixed va.lue T. Ideally, if

there is no variation in the controi factors, any of the infinite control-facto¡ settings x

satisfying T=F(x), will be ar optimal setting. In reality, there is always variation in the

control factors because of the existence of ha¡d+o-controi noise facto¡s. There are mainly

three types of noise factors:

(i) unit-to-unit variation between the components.

(2) component deterioration.

(3) fluctuation of operating conditions.

We assume that the noise factors a¡e random variables causing small va¡iations

around the nominai setting of the control factors. Thus, for control factor xi, the input

variable becomes

Xi = xi + ei, t=1,,2, ..., n,

where e,is the noise factor associated with conrol factor x,. Let X=(Xr,&, ..., Xr) un¿

e=(e,, e2, ..., en). Then

X=x+e.

Since the noise factors will inevitably transmit variation into the assembied product, the

response quality characteristic becomes a random variable given by

y = F(x).

It is assumed in this chapter that the ei's a¡e uncorrelated ¡andom variables with

E(e) = 6,

E(e,2) = ta(x)v,12,

E(etef = 0, i+i,



for i, j =1, ..., n. vlis refened to in the ¡est of this chapter as the tole¡ance coeffîcient for

component x,. v=(vr, v2, ..., vn) will be called a toletance-coeffîcient setting. The a,(x)

are assumed to be known functions, and in practice it is often assumed a¡(x1)=x1.

4.2.1. Expected Quality l,oss

When it deviates f¡om the target value, the response variable incurs a quality loss.

As in the previous chapters, we use the quadratic loss function. Then the expected quality

loss @QL)is

R(x' v) = E{kG - T)21

= k{o'y'? + (py - T)2),

where k is some constant that can be determined on the basis of information about

monetary costs caused by exceeding the custome¡'s tole¡ance..

4.2.2. Cost Structu¡e for Components

It is easy to see that the expected quality loss depends not only on the control-facto¡

setting x, but also on the tolerance-coefficient setting v. The nar¡ower the tolerances, the

less va¡iable the response Y is and consequently, the lower the expected quality loss is.

However, we are not at fieedom to tighten the toierances of the components because of the

higher cost associated with the tighter tolerances. Obviousiy, we need an approach to

balance higher component cost and lower quality loss.

Generally, the cost of a component pârt is ¡elaæd to its tolerance. The less variable a

component is, the higher the cost to produce or purchase it. We assrme that the cost of a

component x, is related to its tolerance coefficient v, but not to its nomi¡al value x,. Let

C(v) denote the total cost of the component parts used in assembling the producy'process.

Thus, the total cost C(v) can be wrinen into the sum of individual costs of components,

this is,

C(v) = gtlut¡ + Cr(v2) +... + cn(vn).

Each C1(v) is assumed known to design engineers.



4.2.3. Taguchi's Formulation

Taguchi's strategy of robust producy'process design is a two-stage one involving

parâmeter design followed by toierance design. His approach can be summarized in the

followilg procedure:

(1) Parameter design stage: Given an i¡ritial tolerance-coefñcient setting vo,

find the control-factor setting x* that optimi2ss SNr(x, vp. Then fi¡e-

tune the adjustrnent facto¡s to br¡ing the mean response to the target value.

(2) Tolerance design stage: Find v* that minimizes R(x*, v) + C(v).

Hence (x*, v*) is taken as the overall solution.

lnstead of directly minimizing the EQL in the parameter design stage, Taguchi (see

Taguchi, 1986; Taguchi and Wu, 1985; Taguchi and Phadke, 1984) seeks to maximize the

following signal+o-noise ratio

SN"(x, v) = ln(pvlov)2.

His procedure of parameter design can be summa¡ized in the following rwo stops:

(1) Given a wide tolera¡ce setting vo, find the control-factor setting x* that

maximizes the SN ratio.

(2) Fino-tune the adjustnent factors that affect the mean but not the SN

rario, to bring the mean response to t¡e target value T.

To make this two-step procedure work, Taguchi essentially assumed that the

confol factors can be divided into two subsets, x=(d, a), where a are fine-tuning

adjustnent factors that are independent of the signal-to-noise ratio. The setting d* is found

by maximizing the SN ¡atio, and the setting a* is found by adjusting the mean response to

the target. Leon et al. (1987) showed that when adjusunent factors exist, Taguchi's wo-

step procedure is equivalent ¡s ths mi¡imization of the average quality loss. The major

drawback of this procedure is that it requires the existence of adjustment factors.

Unfornlnaæly, there is no adjustment factor in many problems.



4.2.4. New Formulation

The objecrive of robust design is clearly to assemble the produclprocess with the

highest qualiry ar lowest cost. To balance the quality loss and the componenr cost, the rot¿l

loss

M(x' v) = R(x' v) + C(v)

is an appropriate measure for optimization. Thus, instead of using Taguchi's two-stage

procedure, we propose to minimize the total loss simultaneously with respect to x and v.

Accordingly, the problem of flrnding a ¡obust producVprocess is to solve the following

opfimization problem:

min*, 
" 

M(x, v).

The minimization of the total loss will be refened to as combíned robust design in the rest

of this chapter. We will show late¡ that the minimization of M(x, v) results in a design

solution with a smaller total loss than Taguchi's two-stage solution.

With a known transfer function, the above optimization problem becomes an non-

linear optimization problem. However, the C,(v)'s are usually defined only at discrete

points over which the total loss is minimized. This discreteness of the cost function adds

difficultie s in determining the precise optimum, because most of the existing optimization

techniques and computing softwa¡es have been devised for continuous functions. Modified

a¡d even new techniques are required to deal with the disc¡ete cost function.

4.3. Optimization Strategies

ln the last section we proposed to minimizs the total loss that includes the quality loss

and the component cosL In this section we propose two strategies for minimizing this total

1oss. They a¡e based on the relationship

min*, 
" 

M(x, v) = minv min* M(x, v).

ln fact, since, for any (x, v),

min" m\ M(x, v) < min* M(x, v) < M(x, v),



min, min* M(x, v) < min*, 
" 

M(x, v).

Conversely, min*, 
" 

M(x, v) < minv min* M(x, v) because min*, , M(x, v) is the global

mi¡imum.

Since the tole¡ances are assumed to be discrete, denote all the combinations of

tolerance-coefficient settings by set G. The above equation provides, in theory, the

following

Exhaustive Search hocedure:

(1) For each v in G, find x*(v) tlrough solving min* M(x, v);

(2) Seiect v* in G so that M(x*(v), v) is minimized. Then (x*(v*), v*) is

the overall solution.

Theoretically, the global minimum can be located by employing the above

procedure. However, it is impractical for designs with moderate to large number of control

factors, because it needs fust to solve a iarge number of sub-optimization problems min,

M(x, v). The computation will be too huge even for a high-speed computer to handle; for

exampie, if each of the n component tolerance-coefficients has two levels, the number of

sub-optimizations is 2n=64 when n=6, and 2î=1024 when n=10.

We propose an altemative procedure that can ¡esult in a solution with a smalle¡ total

loss than Taguchi's solution. This procedure requires performing parameter design and

tolerance design iterately. It sta¡ts the fnst round parameter design using an initiai tolerance-

coefficient setting v0 to obtain xo=x(v'), that is,

R(xo, v¡) = min* R(x, v6). (4.3.r)

Then (xo, vp is taken to be the initial round solution. Note that Taguchi recommends that

the cheapest tolerance-coefficient setting be used as the initial setting. Tolerance design is

conducted to determine an appropriate tolerance-coefficient setting by finding the new

tolerance-coefficient setting v, such that

M(xo, v1) = minv M((xo, v). (4.3.2)



With Taguchi's procedure, (xo, vr) will be taken to be the optimal solution. lVith the

combined robust design procedure we have proposed, it is necessary and desi¡able to

perform another round parameter design to further reduce the expected quality loss as well

as the total loss. The second round parameter design will be done using updated tolerance-

coefficient setting vr. The next round pararneter design is to f,rnd xr=x(yr; such that

R(xr, vr) = min* R(x, v1). (4.3.3\

Consequently, we have

M(xr, v1) < M(xo, ve)

(see the Appendix for the proof). Thus, (xr, v,) is taken to be the second round solution.

This process continues until funher ¡eduction of the total loss is impossible. ln this way,

we have obtained a series of soiutions, (x,, v), i=0, 1, ..., with the updated solution

havilg a smaller total loss than the former one (see the Appendix). This means that the

ite¡ation of parameter design and tolerance design can be continued until fi¡rther reduction

of the total loss is not possible. The above resulß suggesr the following

Iterative P¡ocedu¡e:

(1) Choose an initial toierance-coefficient setting vo.

(2) Perform parameter design and find xo. Then (xo, v¡) is the cur¡ent

round soiution.

(3) Perform tolerance design to find the updated tolerance-coefñcienr setting vr.

(4) Update the tolerance-coefficient serting from v0 ro v1, and retu¡n to (2).

The process continues until funher reduction of the total loss is not

possible.

4.4. Approximations of the Expected Quality Loss

To optimi¿s M(x, v) or R(x, v), we fi¡st need ro evaluate R(x, v) at any point of

the region over which M(x, v) is being minimized. The difficulty of di¡ect evaluation is

apparent since the transfer function F is usually a very complicated function of multiple



variables, although its analyticai form is known. In this section we consider

approximations to R(x, v) and M(x, v).

As we describ€d earlier, the expected qualiry loss is

R(x' v) = k[oY2 + (lrv - Ð2]'

Since the response function F(X) is usually very complicated, it is al¡nost impossible to

calculate analytically the above expected quality loss. To compute this loss numerically, we

fust need to obtain approximations of py and oy. We expand F(X) into a Taylor series

around the nominal setting x and obtain

F(X) = P1¡; + ir¡'¡e, + ...,
i=l

where

r¡x¡ = 
?!@
ôxi

Compared to the control-factor setting x, the variations in the noise factors eis are in

general very small, and the first order approximation of F(X) is very close to the exact

form. Box and Fung (i986) demonstrated that this approximation is very accurate in

practice. Thus, py and oy2 are well approximated by

tLY = F(x)'

and
n

ol = )tr,{rll2[a¡(x)v¡]2.
i=1

The expected quality loss is then well approximated by

R(x, v) = k{Iif(x)l2tai(x)v112 + tF(x) - Tl2).
i=1

The derivatives f1(x) could be determined theoretically by differentiation, but in

practice they are more easily computed by the following numericai approximations

v._v-
rr(x) = nqiifü



where

Yo = F(x)'

yi = F(xl, ..., x,+ha,(x,)v¡, ...., x,.,),

and h is a small constant such as 0.01 or 0.001. Thus, the expected quality loss is funher

approximaæd by

R(x, v) = k {( 1/h2) Yo)2+(Yo-T)2).

4.5. Example

To illustrate the optimization strategies proposed in this chapter, we consider the

combined robust design of a simple electric circuit that translates alternathg cürent into

direct cur¡ent. The transfer function is

.._ v
^,1Rz+(ZnfL)2

whe¡e R is the resistance, L the self-inductance, and V the input voluge with frequency f.

The target value of the ouçut characteristic is T=10 A. The components R and L are conEol

factors whose nominal vaiues are chosen by design engineers. V and f are noise factors

with nominal values V=120 V and f=50 Hz that are influenced by environmental va¡iables

such as temperature and humidity. The¡e is also unit-to-unit va¡iation in both R and L.

Therefo¡e, R and L a¡e both conrol factors a¡rd noise factors. The unit-to-unit variation in

both R and L can be reduced by using higher-grade components, while the variation in both

V and f can not be ¡educed i¡ this example. Note that the curent example is different from

the earlier assumption that each factor is both a control factor and a noise facto¡. Now V

and f are just noise factors, not control factors. Despite this difference, the ea¡lie¡ results

can be applied very easily with a slight modification that is evident in the approximation of

the expected quality loss.

Let (xr, x2)=(R, L). Suppose that the control-factor setting is defined over

| <xr<20, 0.003 < xr< 0,045.

n

frvr -
i=l
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It is also assumed that

Var(X1) = 1xrv1)2,

Var()g) = 1xrv2)2,

Var(V) = (120x0.005)2,

Var(fl = (50x0.005)2.

Let v=(vl, vr) and x=(x,, x", 120,50)=(R, L, V, Ð. Then the qualiry loss funcrion is

approximated by

R(x, v¡ = k[[f,(x)J2(xrvl)2 + lfr(x)]2(xrv2)2 + If3(x)l2t(120X.005)12

+ tf4(x)l2t(50x.005)12 + tF(x)- 1012)

= k{lfi (x)xr]2(v,)2 + [f2(x)x2J2(v2)2 + É3(xX120)]2(.005)2

+ tf4(xx50)12(.005)2 + tF(x)-1012].

The consta¡lt k is assumed to be 50. The component cost structure is given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Component Costs

Factor Grade 1 Grade2

v Cost v Cost

Resistor (O) 0.020 $0.30 0.005 $0.60

Coil (H) 0.020 $0.70 0.005 $1.20

lVe use ¡he IMSL subroutine Z)O\4WD to maximize R(x, vs) with the initial

tolerance-coefficient setting vo=(.020, .020). The solution is xo=(7.9707, .0241). Thus,

the frst round solution of the combfured robust design is

(xe, vs) = (7.9707, .0241, .020, .020).



The quality loss at (x6, v¡) is

R(xo, v6) = 50tQ7.6123)(.020)2 + (22.4653X.020)2 + (100.6541X.005)2

+ (21.S370X.005)2 + (.0059)2)

= 50x.0231 = $1.16.

The tota.l loss is computed by

M(xo, v6) = 1.16 + .30 + .70 = $2.16.

'We now perform tolerance design to further reduce the expected quality loss on the

basis of cost-effectiveness. Since the expected quality loss is a separable function of v, and

vr, the upgrading of components can be done separately for both the resistor and the coil.

If the resistor is upgraded from grade 2 to grade 1, the cost is increased by 0.60-0.30=

$.30, but the expected quaiity loss is reduced to

R = 50{(n .6t23X.005)2 + (22.46s3)(.02q2+ (100.6541X.005)2

+ (21.8370)(.00s)2 + (.0059)2)

= 50x.0128 = $.64.

The total loss decreases from $2.16 to

M= .64 + .60 +.70 = $1.94.

The cost reduction due to switching the resistor from grade 2 to grade 1 is

2.16-1.94=$.22.

Thus, upgrading the resistor is cost-effective. If the coil is aiso changed ûom grade 2 to

grade 1, the experted quality loss is furthe¡ reduced to

R = 50 { (27 .6123X.@s)2 + (22.4653)(.00 Ð2 + ( 1 00.654 1 X.005)2

+ (21.8370)(.005)2 + (.0059)2]

= 50x.0043 = $.22.

The total loss, using a first-grade resistor and coil, is

M= .22 +.60 + 1.20 =62.02.



which is eight cents more than $1.94. Thus, it is not wonhwhile to upgrade the coil. Thus,

tolerance design provides vr=(.005, .020). Taguchi's two-srage procedure provides the

following solution

(xo, v,) = (7.9707,.0241, .005, .020)

with M=$1.94.

Following our iterative procedure, however, we perform another round of parameter

design resulting in xr=(10.8413, .0059). The second-round optimization solurion is

(x,, v1) = (10.8413, .0059, .005, .020)

with R=$.24 and M=$1.54. The total loss is reduced by

1.94-1.54=$.40.

This is a (.4011.94)xI00Vo or 20.6Vo reduction compared to the solurion given by the two-

stage procedue. More imponantly, without increasing the component cost, the expected

quality loss is ¡educed in the second-round parameter design by a ratio of

R(xo, v,)/R(xr, v1) =.64/.24 = 2.66.

An additional round tolerance design provides no reduction in total loss, this is, vr=vr,

and the iteration thus ends he¡e.

In this example, since the number of the controi factors is small, the exhaustive

search procedure can also be used. For each combi¡ation of v, we find that

x*(.020, .020) = (7.9707, .0241),

x*(.005, .020) = (10.8413, .0059),

x*(.020, .005) = (4.2007, .0324),

x*(.00s, .005) = (8.8838, .0206).

The total loss for each setting of control and noise factors ate

M(7.9707, .0241, .020, .020) = 2.16,

M(10.8413, .0059, .005, .020) = 1.54,

M(4.2007, .0324, .020,.00s) = 1.35,

M(8.8838, .0206, .005, .005) = 2.01.



Clearly, the combined robust design solution is (10.8413, .0059, .005, .020) which is

identical to the solution we fou¡rd using the iterative procedure.

4.6. Comment

Robust design has been recognized as a very effective way of reducing performance

va¡iaúon. In the case in which the theo¡etical model is known, the objective is to minimize

the total loss, the sum of the expected quality loss and the component cost. Under this

general formularion, we have proposed a procedure for funher reducing the total loss as

well as the expected quality loss. This procedure requires iterating parameter design ald

tolerance design. The significant reduction in total loss as well as the expected quality loss

can be achieved using the proposed procedure instead of Taguchi's two-stage procedure.

The example demonstrated that a much better design can be found by simply performing an

additional round parameter design using the updated tolerance setting, compared to

Taguchi's two-stage procedure.

Ap pen dix

Theorem. Let (x,, v) represents the i-round solution of the combined robust design.

Then, for any i>l,

M(x,, v) < M(x,_,, v1_,).

PROOF. For simpliciry, we proceed to prove the cæe i=1. By definition

R(x1, v1) = minx R(x, vr).

So

M(xr, vr) = R(x1, vl) + C(vr) = min* R(x, v,) + C(vr)

= minx [R(x, v1) + C(vl)]

= minx M(x, vr) < M(xe, v,)

= min" M(xo, v) < M(xo, vs).



5. Weighted Attribute Control Charfs for

Variable Sample Size

5.1. Introduction

Attribute charts have been widely used in statistical process conEol. They are

important because (a) attribute situations exist in many industrial and adminisrative

processes, (b) attribute data are frequently available, and (c) in general attribute dau are

quick and inexpensive to obtain (see Ford Manual, 1987). There are mainly four types of

attribute control charts: the p chart, the np chan, the c chart, and the u chan. Of the fou¡

types, the p cha$ and the u chart do not require constant subgroup sample size.

When the subgroup samples are of constant size, the const¡uction and the

interpretation of attribute conuol cha¡s are usually simpte and straighdorward. Howeve¡

there are many situations in which the sample size varies. For example, if samples are from

daily or weekly production, ¡þs s¡mFle size often varies.

There are three traditional procedu¡es that could be used for constructing attribute

controi charts such as the p chart for variable sample size (see Dunca¡, 1974; Messina,

1987; Montgomery, 1991; Nelson, 1989). The first procedure is ro calculate separare

control ümits for each sampie. This procedure is seaighdorward, but computation is

tedious. The second procedure is to base the control limits on the average sample size;

¡|¡e5e limi15 are approximate ones, the interpretation is inexact, and separate limits have to

be computed for especially large or small samples. For both procedures it is diffîcult

sometimes to appropriately identify pattems or trends. To overcome this problem, the drird

procedure is to plot the standardized values

z,=fi(n¡-Fy/Þ(r-Ð .

On this cha¡t the limits âre set ar UCL=3, LCL=-3, and CL=O. However, the major

disadvantage of this procedure is that the values of fraction nonconforming ar-e not shown.



In this chapter we propose a new procedure for constructing the p chart and the u

chan tluough a transfonnation of the sample data. The control limits on these new cha¡ts

will ¡emain constant over all sample sizes.

On a new chart, say the p cha:'t, the transformed fraction nonconforming pi*'s are

measured in terms of the same degree of accuracy. Hence, non-random patterns and

fends can be more meaningfully interpreted and identified. The transformation could be

made so that p1* and the original fraction nonconforming (before the transformation) p¡ are

aimost identical for most samples on the chan. For samples whose sizes are panicularly

large or small in comparison with those of the majority of the samples, one could also plot

their p¡ a-long wíth the p¡* .

5.2. The Weighted p Chart

The p chart is used to study graphically variations in fraction nonconforming,

which is defined to be the ratio of the number of nonconforming items x. to the total

number n. in sample i: P1=x,/n.. We assume in this section that the process fraction

nonconforming p' under consideration is either known or could be estimated f¡om

previous samples. Then the conventional 3-standard-deviation control limits for the

fraction nonconforming from sample i a¡e as follows

UCL=p,.r\F
CL = p,,

LcL=p'-3\@t
When the sample size varies, these limits vary from sample to sample. Noæ that the width

of the limits is inversely proportional to the square root of the sample size. One way out of

this difficuity is to make a transformation to stabilize the va¡iabie. The use of a

standardized p chart is such an approach, which was modified by Soffer (1981). In this



chapter ',ve suggest a different transformation. Suppose n is the sample size on which the

control limits for the transformed daø will be based. Here n can be any convenient positive

integer. We will discuss how to choose n later on. The fraction nonconforming p. for

sample i is transforrned to

pi* =p'+{iln,- n,l.

It is equivalent to

pi* = pi + (\Æl ,lrn, - nl.

Note that p,* is p, plus a weighted deviation of p. from p'. So the graph of the p.* couÌd be

called a weighted p chan.

When the sample size n. is equal to n, p,*=p,. Unde¡ the assumption that the

process is in control, it is easy to show that the mean and standard deviation of p,* are

given by

E(pi*) = p'

o(pi*)=^/ry
which are independent of n.. Therefore, the control limits for the transforrned fraction

nonconforming pi* are conslant and are set at

gg¡ = p,+ 3

CL = p',

LCL=n'-.^@'y -,y 
n

On this chan the cenær li¡e immediately shows the process fraction nonconforming p'.

The fact that p,*'s having the same standard deviation implies that the subgroup

fraction nonconformities a¡e measured by estimaæs of the same accuracy. Consequently,

it makes more sense to identify non-random pattems and rends through the p¡*'s than
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through the pr's.

Note that p,* is actually a linear function of the sta¡dardized value

q = ^/rL(pi-p')dÞ1T+T.
In fact,

p.* = z.Jã?T-.t l/n-+ p'.

'When n¡ deviates from n within 25Vo, pr* is only slightiy different from p, as can be

seen from the following inequality

lpi* - pil = ,\Æl ,,,n, - p'l < 0'i34 lp1- p'1.

If p, is outside of its individual control limits, then p,* will be outside of the control limits

of the new p chart; the converse is also true, For example, when p. is above its individual

UCL, i.e.,

pi>p'+r^F
then

pi*=p,+f,n,-p,)>p,+3

which mea¡s that p,* is plotted above the transformed

case can be shown.

One problem of the new fansformed chart is that the p.* value could be less tha¡t

0 or greater than 1. More specifically,

pi* < o when p'< (1- fiñf)p',
and

P¡* > I when pi> p'+ 1Fñ;(1- p').

He¡e we note that p¡* is not likely to be less than 0 unless p, is weil beiow p' and n. is

subsmntially læger than n. Simil¿¡'ly, p,* is not likely to be greater than 1 unless p. is well

above p' and n. is substantially gleater than n. One way to avoid having p,*<0 or p,*>1 is

to choose the n to be greaær than all the n,'s .

UCL. Similarly, the lower limit



5.3. The Case When p'Is Unknown

Generally, p', the process fraction nonconforming, is unl<nown. It must be

estimaæd from the current sample data- lÆt Þ be caiculated from m samples as foilows

m
Ytr.o.
L¿ I'I

l1--ñ-.
Sn.Lt

The søtistic þ is ¡ssd ¡s s5timate p'. Now the transformation becomes

pt* =Þ+\En (pt-Þ).

It is equivalent to

pi* =pi+t\,F rxp,-¡1.

Consequently, the contol limis for the transformed f¡action nonconfo¡ming are set at

ucl-=p.r{dlÐ",

cL=Þ,

I-
Lcr-=Þ-'!+n¿

The center line shows the estimated process fraction nonconforming. Again p,*=p. when

n.=n. Similar to the case in which p' is known, it is easy to see that both of the
I

uansformed cha¡t and the chart .¡¡ith individual contol limits will simultaneously indicate a

sample being between the control limiß or outside of dre control limits.

Examole 5.1

The samples in this example were uken from daily production. The sample size

varied from samFle to sample. On the transformed p chan the control limits are based on

the average sample size, i.e., n=950. The range of minus to plus 25Vo of the average
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sample size is from 713 to 1187. There are 11 samples that fall in this range. Using the

average sample size as the value ofn, the original and transfonned data are given in the last

two columns of Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Data for Example 5.1

Þ;*

1

)

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

t4

15

950 9

850 15

600f 15

950 15

1000 5

950 8

1350i t7

950 10

850 8

8s0 15

950 t2

9s0 16

600t L4

1500f 31

950 24

0.009 0.009

0.018 0.018

0.025 0.023

0.016 0.016

0.005 0.00s

0.008 0.008

0.013 0.012

0.011 0.011

0.009 0.010

0.018 0.018

0.013 0.013

0.0t7 0.017

0.023 0.022

0.02t 0.022

0.025 0.025
1: Sample size deviates more than 257o fromthe average size 950.

We notice that the p. and p.* values are identical for most samples except for 3, 7,

13 and 14 where the n, values are, respectively, 377o,427o,37%o and 587o greater ot



less than n=950. The estimated process nonconforming fraction þ=0.015 is the central line

CL. The control limits for rhe average semple size are IJCL=0.027 and LCL=0.003.

Figure 5.1 displays the p charr with the s6¡661 lími¡5 for the average semFle size. The

individual conuol limits for the 3 specially large or smrll samples are also ploaed. Figure

5.2 shows the new p cha¡t with n=950. The pi values are also given for comparison. Note

that the p,* and p. values are identical except for samples 3, 13 a¡d 14. Also note that

the upward trend of the p.x'r from sample 11 to 15. The trend is not shown by the

corresponding p, values.

The traditional p chart based on average sample size is familia¡ to and used

frequently by most practitioners. In practice, they could continue to construct this chart a¡d

then obtain the new p chart (with n=average sample size) by simply adding the p.* values

to the samples with sizes deviating more than 257o from the average sample size (e.g.,

samples 3, 7, 13, a¡d 14 of Example 5.1), to the samples whose p, values are close to the

ç6¡661 limils, and to the samples that may show non-random pattern or trend if p.* vaiues

are plotted (e.g., sampies 13 and 14 of Example 5.1).
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5.4. The Weighted u Chart

The u chart is used to study the variations in the number of nonconformities per

unit. This chart is generaliy used when the nr¡mber of units that are combined to form a

sample is not constant. The discussion here is similar.to that for the fansformed p chart.

Thus we onJy need to consider the case in which u', the average number of process

nonconformities per unit, is unknown, Let ui represent the number of nonconformities per

unit in the sample i of size n. units. Let n be the sample size on which the control chart for

the transformed number of nonconformities per unit will be based. Then the ransformed

number of nonconfonnities per unit is defined as follows

o,* =u*1fiu,-u).

It is equivalent to

ui* = ui + t{þ ,1t", - ol,

where ü is the estirnated average nonconformities per unit and is calcr¡lated from m samples

by

m\r",.t.u..J LI

In.
-¿ti=1

Note that u¡* is ui plus a weighted deviation of u¡ from d. The resulting plot could be called

a weighæd u chart.

The control limits for the transformed data a¡e constant and set at

ucr-=r.3VÆ,

cL=ü'
r=

LCL=ü-? /l¿v n.
One problem of the transformed u chan is lhat u,* could be less than 0.

-ðJ-



Specifically,

u.x<0whenu.ll

However, we note that ui* is un-likely to be less than 0 unless u¡ is well beiow u and q is

substantially larger than n.

H u' is known, I in the above equations is to be replaced by u'.

Examole 5.2

The data set in this example is from the Ford Manual (1987, p.48a), and the sample

size va¡ies from sample to sample. The average sample size is n=8 units and the estimated

process nonconfonnities per u¡it is u=1.89. The ralge of minus to plus 257o of the

average sample size is f¡om 6 to 10, and 19 of25 samples fall in this range. Based on the

average sample size, the transformed data are given in the last colurur of Tabie 5.2. We

note that the u. and u.* values a¡e almost identical for most samples except fo¡ 77,27 and

23 where the n. values deviate more ùan 50Vo f¡om n=8. The coneol limits for the âverageÌ

sample size a¡e UCL=3.35 and LCL=0.43. Figure 5.3 gives the conventional u chart with

the control limis for the average sample size, and the individual conrol ümits for specially

large or sma.ll samples are also plotted- Figure 5.4 gives the new transformed control chart.

If a practitioner prefen to keep the raditional u chart based on the average sample

size, the special u.t values could be simply added to the faditional u chart in a similar to

that described at the end of the last section for the p chart.

.84-



Table 5.2. Data for Example 5.2

n¡ rl;Ui ll; *

I
t
J

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

t2
t3

14

15

16

17

18

t9
20

21

22

23

24

25

I
I
9

8

8

7

7

8

I
8

7

8

9

9

8

8

4t

I
l2l
12l

l6r

8

4t

4t

8

8

17

18

15

23

9

19

6

t4
TI

i3
15

16

22

13

10

t4

9

23

21

51

31

3

8

t2

1.0

2.1

2.0

1.9

2.9

t.3
,, 1

0.8

1.8

2.1

1.9

1.9

1.8

2.4

1.6

1.3

3.5

1.1

1.9

1.8

3.2

3.9

0.8

2.0

I.-t

1.0

2.1

2.0

r.9
,o
1.3
,1

0.8

1.8

2.1

1.9

1.9

1.8

)\
1.6

1.3

3.0

1.1

1.9
1'7

5.I

3.9
t1
J.. I

2.0

1.5

f : Sample size deviates morc û:rrn 50Vo from the avemge size
of 8 units.
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5,5. How to Choose n

Although the selection of the common sample size n on which the transformed

control li¡nits will be based could be arbirary, an appropriate n will simplify the

construction of the new chart. Here th¡ee rules to seiect n for the new p chart are

recommended These rules can also be applied to the new u charl

Average Sample Size

A straighdorward choice fo¡ n is the average of all sample sizes. The use of the

average sample size is familia¡ to practitioners. The advantage of this selection is that in

many applications the range of minus to pl:us 257o of the average sample size usually

includes most sample sizes. As shown earlier in Example 5.1, the differences between

most of the p1* and the pi are so small that they can be neglected.

Most Common Sample Size

A¡othe¡ choice for n is the most common sample size. Since if n.=n then p.*=p.,

this selection reduces computational work to obtain the exact p,* values. For example, for

15 samples of sizes 100, 80, 120, 100, 110, 120, 100, 100, 90, 90, 100, 120, 120, 100,

100, the average 5ample size is 103, but the most coûrmon sample size is 100. If 100 is

selected as n, there are only I out of 15 samples for which the p.* vaiues need to be

calcr¡lated

Maximum Samole Size

Vy'e mentioned earlier that the p.* could be less than 0 or greater than 1 when n. is

unusually large compared to n. ln this case, the maximum sampie size n will elimi¡¿1s ths

problem. Furthermore, the new LCf- can be set at 0 if LCL<0 and the new UCL can be

set at 1 if UCL>I. For the proceeding 15 samples the maximum sample size is 120.

5.6. Comment

New p and u cha¡ts based on transformations p,x of the fraction nonconforming p1

and u.* of the number of nonconformities per unit ui, called the weighted auribute charts,



are proposed. These transformed values in general are very close to the original p¡ and u¡

values. For all the samples in the conEol charts, the standa¡d deviations of the p.*'s and

u.*'s remain constant. consequently, the control limits remai¡ consta¡t and the cha¡ts can

be easily visualized. Furthermore, since the p.*'s and u.* 's are measured in terms of the

same degree of accuracy for ail samples, non-random patterns a¡d trends can be more

meaningfifly interyreted and identified. Practitioners who still feel more comforøble using

traditional control cha¡ts based on the average sample size, can simply plot the p.* or u¡*

values for sâmples with specially large or small size, or those samples which potentially

may be beyond the conEol limits or which show a non-random pattern or tend.



6. Attribute Control Charts for

Short-Run Processes

6.1. Introduction

A conventional attribute control cha¡t is usually constructed on the basis of20 to 25

samples (aìso called subgroups). The control limits are set at the mean of an appropriate

statistic plus and minus 3 sta¡dard deviations. In many applications, unfortunately, there

a¡e not sufficient subgroups available to accu¡ately estimate the 3-sønda¡d-deviation control

limits. This may occur when short runs are involved due to high-speed operations or short

production runs (Proschan and Savage, 1960; Koons and Luner, i988; Bothe, 1989).

Here we define a short run as a small number of samples obtained from a process. In

general, the conventional control chans a¡e not effective tools for dealing with the shon-run

situations. First, thei¡ control limits a¡e not very accurate estimates when only a small

number of samples a¡e available at the start-up stage of a process. Second, it is difficult to

use them to plot multiple short-run daø (i,e., a sequence of short runs obtained under a

sequence of different sets of conditions), because a separate control chan is needed for each

short run. A short-run process needs new charting techniques that provide reai-time conrol

and monitoring of the process so that appropriate actions can be taken at the point where the

process is out of control.

Quesenberry (1991a, b) proposed Q control charts fo¡ atribute shorr-run processes.

ln his approach, the original statistics of interest a¡e transformed, using non-linear

transformations, into normalized values, called Q statistics, that approximately have the

standard normal distibution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The Q statistics are rhen

ploned on the Q chart with UCL=3, LCT-=-3, and CL--0. The significance of this approach

is that the Q statistic is computed for each sample as it is obtained using the accumulated

sample data. Thus, the process control and monitoring can in most cases begin at the

second sample, far eariier than a traditionai control chart approach that usually requires 20



to 25 samples. In addition, the Q charts can be apptied to multiple short-run situaúons by

simply plotting run after run.

ln this chapter we propose simple standardizations of attribute statistics. The

purpose of standardization is to achieve constant control limits for the standardized

statistics. For practitioners who are familia¡ with eaditional attribute control charts, they

will find that the standardized charß introduced here are natural extensions of the traditional

anribute charts to the short-run case. Although the standa¡dizations are slightly less accurate

than the nonlinear transformations to the standard normal distribution discussed by

Quesenberry (199la, b), their conceptual simplicity and ease of implementation are the key

advantages over the nonlinear transformations. Furthermore, úg implementation of these

charts does not require a specifically designed compute¡ program.

In section 6.2 we inroduce a standardized chart for the conEol of fraction

nonconforrning. Secúons 6.3 and 6.4 present standardized cha¡ts for controlling the

number of nonconformities. In section 6.5 we compare the proposed standardized charts

with the Q chans and the conventional standa¡dized cha¡ts. TVo sx¡mples are given in

section 6.6. A standardized chnrt has

UCL = 3,

CL=0,

LCL = -3.

(6.1)

6.2. The Q Charts for Attribute Processes

Quesenberry (1991a, b) devised Q control chafs for the binomial and Poisson

processes. Since the binomial and Poisson variables are not normally distributed, he uses

va¡ious transformations to normalize the sample statistics so that they approximately have

the normai distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. These nansformed statisrics,

called Q statistics, can then be piotted on the Q chart. To briefly describe Quesenberry's

approach, the following notation is required.



Notation:

Õ(.) -- The cumulative standard nor¡nal distribution funcrion.

O-1(.) -- The inverse of the cumulative standa¡d normal distribution function.

B(x; n, p)- - The cnmulative bi¡romial distribution function with pæameters n and p.

H(x; n, Nr, N2) -- The cumulative hypergeometric distribution function with

parameters n, Nr, and Nr.

P(x; X,) -- The cumulative Poisson distribution function with parameter ì,.

Let xn be the numbe¡ of nonconformilg items in the kth sample of size nu. When

the process is in conEol, x* wiü have a binomial distribution with parameters nn and p,

where p is the expected ftacúon of nonconforming items.

Case I: p is known.

The Q søtistics are obtained by computing

u* = B(x*; n¡, p),

Qr = Õ-l(ur), k=1,2,....

These Q* are plotted on the standardized chart with UCL=3, CI--{, and LCI;-3.

Case II: p is unknown.

lât
Nk=nl +.,. +nk,

and

tk=xt*"'*xt'

At rime k, compute

u* = H(x¡; t*, nu, N*.1),

and

Qr = @-r(ur), k=2,3, ....



The hypergeometric distribution is used because it is the UMVUE (uniformly minimum

variance unbiased estimator) of the binomial distribution function in Case I (see

Quesenberry, 1991a).

The O charts fo¡ the number of nonconformities

Let x¡ be the numbe¡ of nonconformities in the kth sample of size n¡ with u betrg

the expected numbe¡ of nonconfo¡mities per unit when the process is operating stably.

Case I: u is lqown.

Compuæ

un = P(x*; n*u),

a¡d

Qr = @-r(ur)' k=1'2'....

Case II: u is unknown.

fât
tk=xl +... + xk,

Then, compute

u* = B(x¡; t*, noÂ,{¡),

ard

Qr = @-l(ur,), k=2,3,....

The binomial distribution function is used because B(xk; tk, nnA{*) is the UMVUE of P(xo;

nuu) (see Quesenberry, 1991b).

6,3. Standardized Chârt for Fraction Nonconforming

Let (n¡, xk) be the sample size and number of nonconforming items i¡ the kth

sample that is taken at time k, k=1,2, .... The sample fraction nonconforming is

p¡=x¡/n¡.

Case I: p is Lnown.



In this case, the true fraction nonconforming is known. The standa¡dized fracrion

nonconforming is defined as follows

{nr. (pu-p)
,n=--ìpq-, whereq=l-p, k=1,2,.... (6.2)

The control chan for this case is in fact the conventional standardi zed p chut If the sample

size is constant a¡d equal to n, then the søtistic in (6.2) becomes

- _ fi(p*_p) t._ 1 
^z'k - .i pq , ¡\- r' ¿, ....

It is well known in statistical theory that the standardized statistic zç has approximately a

normal distribution with mean 0 and standa¡d deviation 1 when n¡ is large. Therefore, the

standa¡dized fraction nonconfomling can be plotted on the standa¡dized chart (6.1).

When the process switches to a new production run with a different process

fraction nonconforming, say p', the above procedure will compute the standa¡dized fraction

nonconforming with p' replacing p in (6.2). lt has the same approximate standard normal

distribution that any other short run. This important fact means that we can plot the

sta¡da¡dized statistics from different runs in the dme sequence in which each sample is

taken on the same standardized chart. In this way, the overall production process of various

runs can be piotted and examined on a single chan with s6¡sta¡¡ s6¡6ql limi¡s.

Case II: p is unknown.

ln practice, the rue fraction nonconfomring is frequently unknown and has to be

estimated from sample data- Define the following accumulated quantities

N¡= n1 * n2+... + nk

and

Fr = (nrpr +... + n¿:¡)/IrI¡ = (x1 +... +xr)Â.{r.

In fact, B¡ can also be written into an updating formula as the weighted average of p*-1 and

p¡ as foilows

þ* = (N¡-1/l l¡)Þ¡-t + (n¡/lrl¡)p¡.



When the process is in control, the true fraction nonconforming can be estimated by þ* at

ti-e k. The sønda¡dized fraction nonconfo¡ming is defined as follows

where q-*-t=l- pu_t, k=2,3, .... (6.3)

The test of conrol starts at time k=2.

If the subgroup size is constant and equal to n, then

Pk = t(k-1)/klpk-t + (llk)pr

a¡d

zk= k=2,3,.... (6.4)

Again the standardized statistic zk in (6.3) or (6.4) has approximately a standard normal

distribution and can be plotted on the sundardized chart. The reason that the z¡ in (6.4)

now has a multiply factor {k/(k-l) can be seen by computing the following variance

Var(pr.- pÐ = t(k-1)lkl2var(pr- pr-r)

= t(k-1)/kl2{pqin + pq/t(k-1)nì}

= (k-l)pq/(kn).

The case for unequal sample size i¡ (6.3) is simila¡.

The calculation of the standardized statistics begins witir sample 2. As a new sample

is obøined, the estimate of the true fraction nonconforming is updated. ln this way, the

process is being monitored in real-time and immediate action can be taken if the conuol

chart indicates an out-of-control signal. When a different run is inroduced, the

standardized values can be plotted on the same standardized chart. The procedures

described in the next rwo sections a¡e similar to that discussed in this section.

6,4. Standardized Chart for Number of Nonconformities

Let c¡ be the number of nonconformities in the kth sampied unit \vith c b€ing the

expected number of nonconformities when the process is operating stably.

^ fNu, lnu (po-pu-,)
zk= V t{, t- '

1 Pr-rQr. r



Case I: c is known.

Define the z¡ søtistic as follows

\,k-\, 1-_1 a (6.s)

Note that the above standardized statistics âre no! even approximately normal. Since the

conventional c chart is given by UCL=c+3r/õ, CL=c, and LCL =c-3{õ , the standardized

statistics will be ploned on the standardized chart. Except for the scale of the ehart, the

nan:re of the standardized chart in this case is equivalent to that of the conventional c charl

Case II: c is u¡known.

This is a more practical case in which c is estirnated from sample data. Denote

õ¡=(ct+...+cr)ik,

i.e., õ¡ is the accumulated average number of nonconformides up to sample k. It ca:r also

be expressed as the weighted average of õ¡_1 and c¡

õr = t(k-1)lklcr_t + (llk)cr.

The z¡ statistic is defined by

(6.6)

This standardized statistic is plotted on the standardized chart. The monitoring of the

process can be initiated at the second sample when c is un-lmown.

6.5. Standardized Chârt for Number of Nonconformities Per Unit

In last section the sample size conside¡ed is exactly equal to one unit. ln practice,

severai units a¡e often combined into a single sample to increase the area of exposure to the

occu¡¡ence of nonconformities. læt (n¡, c*) be the number of units and the ¡stal ¡r¡mlrer of

nonconformities in the kth independent sample, k=1, 2, .... The number of

nonconformities per unit in the kth sample is u*=ca/¡*. Let u denote the true number of

nonconfomrities per unit when the process is in control.

"=^/-iffi, k=2,3,....



Case I: u is l¡rown.

For the number of nonconformities per unit, the conventional u chan is given by

UCÞu+3lrVnr, CL=u, a¡rd LCL=u-¡r/r:/nr" fhe standard.ized statisric is now defmed by

r/-n¡ (u¡.-u)

'k=---!Ï=-' k=1,2,.... (6.7)

The sønd¿¡dized statistic is plotted on the standardized charr Again ttre standa¡dized chart

for (6.7) is equivalent to the conventional u chart except fo¡ the scale of the cha¡t. If the

sample size is constant and equal to n, then the z¡ statistic becomes

1n(Ut--u)
tv - t- I tt-I' ¿'..'." 1U

(6.8)

Case II: u is unknown.

When the true number of nonconformities per unit is unknown, it is estimated from

sample data Let

-ur = (nrur + ... + n¡u¡)/N¡

= (cl + ... + cr)A{x,

where Nk = nl + ... + n¡. Here uk is the accumulated quantity up to sample k, and it can be

expressed æ the weighted average of[¡_1 and u¡

The z¡ statistic now is

If the sample size is constant and equal to n, then

-* = t(k_i)iklür<-, + (i/k)ur

and the statistic zk becomes

u¡ = [N¡-1/l.l¡Ju-¡- t + (n¡Æ.{¡)u¡.

^ fN-*_, r/-n¡u¡-u¡-1)4=\T; -ìffi-' k=2'3, '... (6.9)

"=^Æ
k=2,3,.... (6.i0)



6.6, Comparisons of the Standardized, Q and Conventional

Standardized Charts

As we pointed out earlier, the advantage of the standa¡dized cha¡ts is thei¡

simpiicity. The tra¡sformation employed is essentially linear, a¡rd can be easily calculated

and implemented. The control limits are set at 3 and -3.

We consider the standardized cha¡t for fraction nonconforming. When p is

unknown, the z* statistic with constant sample size is

(6.4\

The distribution of this statistic is not normal, however it is approximately normal when n

is large. Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 show the appropriate probabilities of falsely indicating

out-of-control signals when the process is in fact in control. The first, third and fifth

columns provide the probabilities below the lower control limit, -3; while the second,

fourth and sixth columns give the probabilities above the upper control limit, 3. The case of

k equal to infinity is equivalent to the case (6.2), i.e., B¡-t is replaced by the known p. We

call this the conventional standa¡dized chan. For the other cases of k values, p¡-1 is the

average of the frst k-1 sampie p values. If n is large enough, these probabilities will be

close to .00T7 /2=.001 35.

These probabilities are computed by simulation. For each combi¡ation of n and p,

80,000 observations are generated from the binomial distribution with n and p, the sample

f¡actions are obøined by dividing the individual observations by the sample size n. For

every k samples, the z¡ sutistic is computed and counted whether it falls beiow LCL,

above UCL, or between LCL and UCL. Each entry of the tables is obtained by dividing the

count by the total number of z¡ statistics,

- _- fr_rl-"tp_ÃJ,k- v k r=---=-.' 1Pr-rQr-r



Table 6.1. P¡obabilities < LCT- and > UCL for p=.91
and n=200, 600 and 1000

Table 6.2. Probabilities < LCL and > UCI- for p=.65
and n=100,300 and 500

n 200 600 1000

k <LCL >UCL <LCL >UCL <LCL >I]CL

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

i¡f.
(con.)

.00000 .03326

.00000 .0252s

.00000 .027s6

.00000 .01725

.00000 .01312

.00000.01380

.00000.01316

.00000 .00430

.00000 .01684

.00000 .01305

.00000 .00975

.00000 .00773

.00000.00814

.00000 .00650

.00000 .00686

.00000 .00345

.00000 .01388

.00000 .00880

.00000 .00738

.00000 .00683

.00000 .00735

.00000 .00500

.00000 .00484

.00004 .00329

n 100 300 500

k <LCL >UCL <LCL >UCL <LCL >UCL

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

inf.
lcon.)

.00000 .01796

.00000 .0i305

.00000 .00969

.00000 .00795

.00000 .00761

.00000 .00720

.00000 .00675

.00000 .00427

.00011 .00833

.00025 .00675

.00019.00456

.00015 .00533

.00018 .00429

.00030 .00430

.00023 .00349

.000i6 .00257

.00056 .00720

.00040 .00450

.00031 .00381

.00045 .00488

.00061 .00280

.00010 .00300

.00034.00371

.00046 .00270



Table 6.3. Probabilities < LCL and > UCL for p=.16
and n=100, 300 a¡d 500

n 100 300 500
l. <LCL >UCL <LCL >UCL <LCI- >UCL

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

inf.
lcon \

.00000 .01020

.00000 .00680

.00000.00519

.00000 .00s03

.00000 .00438

.00000 .00420

.00000 .00428

.00003 .00i98

.00038 .00589

.00040 .00470

.00044 .00363

.00030 .00390

.00000 .00420

.00050 .00270

.00034 .00304

.00057 .00242

.00064 .00427

.00095 .00390

.00094 .00325

.00098 .00270

.00070 .00254

.00050 .00320

.00056 .00180

.00058 .00169

From these three tables we see that in general the p¡obabilities below LCL a¡e much

less than .002712 or.0013, and that the probabilities above UCL are iarger than .0013,

even for the last rows which represent the conventional case of lmown p. This fact is due to

the skewness of the binomial distribution for small p. The tables also show that the

standardized chart for un-krown p is almost as effective as the conventional standardized

chan for known p for moderate or large values of n and p. Quesenberry (1991a) provided

the probabilities below LCL and above UCL of the Q chart as well as the conventional p

chart for known p. His result shows that the Q statisúc is closer to nomral than the sample

fraction.

To compare the average run length (ARL) of the standardized chart with that of the

Q chart and conventional standardized p chan, Table 6.4 is provided. The simulation is

simila¡' to that of Tables 6.1, 6.2 nd 6.3. The diffe¡ence is that we now count the number

of subgroups untii the standa¡dized statistic (or Q statistic) falis beiow or above the conrol



limits, -3 and 3, respectively. Each entry in this øble is the ARL or average number of

subgroups required to find a point outside of the conEol limits when the process is in

conrol. The rows associated with letter z display the ARLs for the standardized chan (6.4),

and those associated with letter Q give the ARLs for the conesponding Q chan. The ARLs

fo¡ the conventional standårdized p chart are also obtained and identified as "con.".

Table 6.4 shows that the ARLs are quite close for the three types of control charts.

Under a normal distribution, the ARL is 1/.002'l or 370.4,In general, the ARL of the Q

chart is closer to 370.4 than that of the other two charts, and it is especially rue for small n

and p. However, for moderate and large values of n and p, the difference in ARLs is not

very significant for practical purposes.

Table 6.4. ARL for Various n and p

n

D

.01 .05 10

z

a
con.

100 i 10.4

205.5

50.4

235.2

359.6

234.3

306.0

4r5.7

497.5

a
con.

200 i53.9

¿5t.o

232.6

289.6

336.8

269.3

318.6

465.4

294_7

z

a
con.

300 180.8

3t1.4

207.5

295.9

324.2

286.1,

348.3

373.r

334.4

z

a
con.

500 276.6

280.2

289.9

334.7

361.5

316.5

373.r

375.3

440.5

a
con.

inf. 370.4

370.4

3'.70.4

370.4

370.4

370.4

370.4

370.4

3',70.4



6.7, Examples

Example 6J

ln this example, the multiple-run situation has two short runs. For the fust run,

samples of size 500 were first taken from the process in a time sequence. ln the second run

5amples of size 350 we¡e obtained from the process under a different operating condition

with a higher p. We here compute separately the standardized values for each short run but

plot them together on the same stmda¡dized chart. The data and calculations are given in

Table 6.5. The number and fraction of nonconforming items in a sample are listed in

columns 3 and 4. The up-to-date average fraction nonconforming is given in column 5.

Colurn¡ 6 shows the standa¡dized statistic zk.

Table 6.5. Data for Example 6.1

Samole k rìç X¡ Pr Pu ?l1,

I
2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

I
,)

3

4

5

6

500 6 0.012 0.012

500 2 0.004 0.008 -i.i6
500 4 0.008 0.008 0.00

500 7 0.014 0.010 1.30

500 1 0.002 0.008 - 1.55

500 s 0.010 0.008 0.46

500 I 0.016 0.009 1.75

500 7 0.014 0.010 0.99

500 3 0.006 0.010 -0.8s

350 4 0.011 0.011

350 I 0.003 0.007 -t.07

350 7 0.020 0.011 2.33

350 4 0.011 0.011 0.00

350 6 0.017 0.013 0.90

350 5 0.014 0.013 0.26



The standardized chart, with UCL=3, CL=0, and LCL=-3, is shown in Figure 6.1.

Run 1 is fust plotted point by point when samples 1 to 9 are taken. Run 2 of samples 10 to

15 is then plotted in tle same manner immediately after Run 1. No apparent out-of-control

signal can be found from either run.

r.Jct

-t

LCL

o 't 2 s 4 5 6 7 I 9 10111213141516

Sampla Numbor

Figure 6.1. Standa¡dized Chart for Example 6.1.

Example 6.2

The data are from the Ford Manual (1987, p.47a). We here construct the

standardized chart for part of the original data set, The data are given in Table 6.6.

Columns 2 and 3 give the sample size and the number of nonconformities. Columns 4 and

5 give the number and the up-to-date average number of nonconformities per unit. The zk

søtistic is showed i¡ colurnn 6.
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The standardized chan for this example is given in Figure 6.2. The standardized

values are plotted one by one in the time sequence in which .rç¡ sample is obtained.

Clearly, sample 21 indicates an out-of-confol situation, and further investigation is

required.

Table 6.6. Data for Example 6.2

Samnle k flu Cv UL Ur.

188
28r7
3918
4815
5823
679
77t9
886
9814
10817
t1, 7 L3

12815
13916
t4922
15813
16810
17414
i889
L9 12 23

20 t2 2l
2t 16 51

1.00

2.r3

2.00

1.8 8

2.88

1.29

2.71,

0.75

1.75

2.13

1.86

1.88

r.78

2.44

t.63

1.25

3.50

1.LJ

1.92

t.7 5

3.t9

1.00 0.00

1.56 2.25

t.72 0.84

r.76 0.29

1.98 2.t4
1.88 -1.20

1.98 1.51

1.83 -2.31

1.82 -0.15

i.85 0.61

1.85 0.02

1.85 0.05

1.84 -0.15

1.89 t.27

1.88 -0.53

1.84 -1.25

1.89 2.42

1.84 -1.52

1.85 0. 18

r.84 -0.24

1.96 3.79
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Figure 6.2. Sta¡da¡dized Chart for Example 6.2.

6.8. Concluding Remark

Attribute control charts are effective tools for studying the statistical control of

attribute processes. However, the conventional control charts require at least 20 to 25

samples for accurately computing the control limits. The standardized atribute cha¡ts fo¡

short runs proposed in this chapter are natural extensions of the traditionâl controi charts

that are widely used by practitione¡s. One of the two major advantages of these cha¡ts is

that they permit real-time process coneol in which we can sta¡t charting from as early as the

second sample. The other is that we can present muitiple short runs under different

operating conditions on a single standardized charr Fu¡thermore, the st¿nda¡dized charts

are easy to understand and simple to implement; these are features important to

pr¿ctitioneß. The simulation studies have sho',vn that the standardized chaÍs are Factically

as effective as the Q chars for moderate and large sample size.

22



7. Variable Control Charts for

Short-Run Processes

7.1. Introductíon

Variabie control charts are used to study the st¿tistical conEol of processes for

continuous quality chæacteristics. For example, the i and R cha¡ts have been used together

to conEol the process average and variability. Samples (also called subgroups) are t¿ken

periodicaily, and the sarnple mean 1 and range R are calculated for each subgroup. When

the expecæd subgroup mean ¡r and range R' æe known, the control limits are set at UCL=p

+ ArR', LCL=F - ,\R' for the i chaÉ, and UCL=D¿R', LCL=D¡R'for the R chan,

where ,{r, Dr, and D, are appropriate control limit factors. If a plotæd poi¡t is outside of

its control limits, an out-of-conÍol signal is indicated. In practice, p and R'are often

untrnown and to be estimated from the subgroups. This is done by taking a number of

subgroups, usually as many as 20 to 25, calculating the grand auerage i and the average

range ñ, and setting the conhol limits at UCI-i + ,!R, I-C=i - ,AzR for the i chart, and

UC[FD4R, LCL=D3R for the R cha¡t. The center lines will be i for the x chart a¡d R fo¡

the R chart.

As we poinæd out in chapter 6, in many manufacturing and other situations there

exist short-run processes. Fo¡ short runs with continuous quality characteristics, the

conventional variable control charts are not effective tools dealing with these short-run

cæes, because they require at least 20 to 25 subgroups for calculating reliable control

limits. There is a need for new charting æchniques that are effective as well as easy to

implement

In spiæ of their significance in practical applications in modern industry, relatively

little research hæ been done for short ru¡s. Also short-run conEol charts currently used in

industry are not well documented in the literature. Sections '1 ,2,7 .3 nd 7.4 summarize

several useful existing charts. New charæ developed in this chapær æe given i¡ sections



7.5 and 7 .6; they are compared with the existing charts ia section 7.7. An example is given

in section 7.8. It is assumed in this chapær that the process distribution is normal.

7,2. Control Charts with Modified Control Limit Const¿nts

In low-volume manufacturing operations where sampie data are obtained slowly, it

is natural !o calculate preliminary controi limits from a small number of initial subgroups

for assessing the statistical control of a process in the early stage, with subsequent

modifications of those control limits as more samples are obtâined. This approach provides

early information about the process so tlìat quicker action can be t¿ken to improve the

pfocess.

Hillier (1969) proposed a two-stage approach for computing control limits for the I
and R charts such that these control limits wi be statistically reliable regardless of the

number of subgroups obtai¡ed. ln the first st¿ge, control Limits are calculat€d from the

short run to assess whether the process was in control while the initial samples were being

taken. After using these limits to establish controi, the second stage then recalculates the

control limiß to make them appropriaæ to t€st wheúer the process remains in conÉol when

new sunples are taken ir the future.

Suppose a short run of length m was taken, and I and R æe calculaæd for each of

the m subgroups, The average range I is then calculaüed, and the R chart is constructed

firsl The fust stage control limits for the R chart a¡e set at

UCL = D¿¡R,

CL=R,

LCL = D¡¡R,

where Dru and Do, are modified control limit constants which depend on the number of

subgroups used as well as the sample size. If there are points lying outside of the the limits

and are identified as out-of-control subgroups, the average range, along with the connol

Limits, 'will be recalculaæd by dropping the out-of-contol subgroups, This process should



be repeated until no out-of-control subgroups ca¡ be found. Then the grand avelage f is

computed with the in-control subgroups, and the control limits for the I chârt are set at

¡¡6¡=¡+A2pR,

cL=i'
LCL =; - qoP'

where ,Ar" is the modified control limit constant which aiso depends on the number of

subgroups used æ well as the sample size. Again, if there are sample points lying outside

of the connol limits and are identified as an out-of-conEoi subgroup, the control limits will

be recalculaæd by dropping the out-of-contol subgroups.

Now suppose that the initial testing has been done and a number of in-controi

subgroups have been identified. To test whether the process remains in controi in the

future, one should notice that a future i and R will not be included i¡ i and -n. Therefore,

the constants used for calculating the first-stage control limits will no longer be appl-ied, and

the appropriate control limit constants, denoted as Az., D¡s, and Da5, should be

determined. Then the second-st¿ge conÍoi limits would be set at

UCL = DæR,

CL=R,

LCL = D:sF,

for the R chart and at

UcL =i + fusF,

cL =i'
LCL=i_AesR,

for the I chart, respectively.

Hillier (1969) provided appropriate fonnulæ for computing the above control limit

constånts, and tables were also given for various numbers and sizes of subgroups. Pyzdek

(1990) provided a table of the same modified control limit factors. Pyzdek (1992)

repubücized the nvo-st¿ge approach and suggested some modifications.



Yang and Hillier (1970) examined the two-sæp charting technique applied to the

mean and variance conffol charts. Tables and fon¡ulas of modified cont¡ol limit constants

were also provided in their paper.

7.3. Transformed Control Charts

Bothe (1989) introduced the transformed i and R charts for short runs. Assuming

that the expected subgroup average p and range R' are known, he suggestsd the

Íansfonned statistics

x PLOTPoINT =EE'- R'

and

RPLOTPOINT=å

be plotted on the fansfoÍned I and R charts with the control limits set at

UCL = q'
CL=0,

rCL=- 4.
for the Ea¡rsforrned I chart and at

UCL = D¿,

CL=1,

LCL = Dg.

for the transfonned R chart, rcspectively. These conrol limiß are constant and apply to

multipie short runs.

The major disadvantage of this approach is that the ¡r and R'have to be deteûnined

from prior information on the same or similar operations.

7.4, The Q Charts

To obt¿in conhol charts right fmm the start of a process and monitor the process in

rcal time, Quesenberry (1991c) proposed Q contol chafis for mean p and variance o2. His



approâch is to ¡¿nsform the vaiues of conventional st¿tistics to normalized values so that all

points can be plotted on the same chart with the control limits set at UCL=3 a¡d LCL=-3,

and CL=0. These Q charts can nâturally be applied to multiple short runs by simply piotting

a newer run right after the last run. Since ail Q ståtistics are normalized, the statistic for

variance can even be piotæd together with that for mean. However, it is usually

recommended that the Q statistics for mean and variance be plotted on separate charts.

The notation given below is used in this section.

Õ(.) -- The cumulative strndard normal distribution function.

Õ-l(.) -- The inverse of the cumulative standæd normal distribution function.

QO - me cumulative student t distribution function with r degrees of fteedom.

H,O - The cumulative chi-square distribution function with r degrees of freedom.

Fr, ,(.) -- The cumuiative F distribution function with r a¡d v degrees of freedom.

For the case of control charts based on the mean l¡ and variance s¡2 from a

subgroup of size n¡, define the foilowing accumulated quantities

Nr= nt + n2+ "' + nk'

i¡= (n1Í1 + n2î2+... + nkxk)/Nk,

3¡2 - {(n1-1)sr2+ (nr-1)s22+... + (n¡- 1)s¡2}/(N¡-k),

where i¡ the s¡2 are the commonly used sampie mean and variance for the kth subgroup,

respectively.

The ô st¿tistics for u:

Cæe I: ¡r=ps, æos

QrGr) = {-nr(!r - ¡r,o)/oo, k=1,2, ....

Case II: p unknown, o=oo

QrGr) = [n¡N¡-1iN¡]1/2(Í¡ - i*-t¡/oo, k=2,3, ....

Case III: !r=p{, o unknown

\,el



- n.k1
u3,n = II(.0-!ro)2/N*.

i=1 j=l

Then

QtCxt) = Õ-1{Gr,¡¡t{-nr(xt - tto)ßo,tl}, k=2, 3, "..

Case IV: ¡¡ o unkrown

I,et

w¡ = [n¡N¡-y'N¡] 12(xr - îr-r)lsr,

Then

Qt(xt) = Õ-1{G¡¡n-¡(w¡)}, k=2' 3' ""

The O statistics for o2:

Case V: o=os

Qr(sr2) = (Þ-t{ Hn*-1[(n¡- 1)s¡zlooz] ], k=l,2, ..,.

Case V: o unkrown

læt

wt = st2Ær-r2.

Then

Q¡(soz) = 6-t lprk-1,Nk-1-k+r (wk)I ' k=2'3,..'.

Quesenberry (199i) aiso provided Q statistics for the case of contol charts bæed

on individual observations. Dsfine the following accumulated sample mean and varia.nce

í¡= (xt + x2+,.. + x¡)/k

and

s'¡2= {(x1-í¡)2+... + (x¡-x'¡)2 }/(k- 1).

The Q statistics for p:

Case I: P=¡rs, o=o¡

Qr(xr) = (x¡ - ¡rq)/os, k=7,2, ....

Case tr: ¡r unknowfl, 6=o9



Qr(xd = [G-l)lk]1/2(xr - Ír-r)ioo, k=2,3, ....

Case III: p=Uo, o unlcrown

I-þl

s26.¡ = {(xr-¡ro)z+... + (x¡-¡r¡)2}/k.

Then

Qr(xÐ = Õ-1{ G¡-1[(x¡ - [o)/so;r-r]], k=2, 3, ....

Case IV: !r, o unknown

Q¡(xÐ =O-1{ck-2[(k-1)/k]r/2(xr-Ír-r)/s'r-rl], k=3, 4, ....

O statistics for o2:

Læt

Rt=xt-xt-t.

Case V: o--o6

Qr(&) =Õi{H1[R¡z/(2osz)]], k=2,4, 6,,...

Case VI: o unknown

Qr(Rr) = Õ-t{F1,u[vR¡2/(R22+Ra2+...+R¡-22)]],

k=4,6, ..., and v=(k/2)_1.

The drawback of the above Q charts is their requirement of evaluatüng certain

distribution functions to obtain normalized statistics. Their implementation can only be

done with packaged computer program.

7.5. Standardized Charts Based on the Subgroup Means and Variances

The 3-standard-deviation control limits have been recognized as tåe most

appropriaûe control limits for contoi charting since Shewha¡t invented connoi charts in tlte

1930's. The reason is that they provide the right baiance, for any type of distribution,

between the ability to deæct promptly out-of-control points and the chance of falsely giving

out-of-confol signals when the process is in fact in contol,



In this section, we propose to plot the standa¡dized statistics with mean 0 and

variance 1, on the standa¡dtznd chøtt, regardless of their distributions. Specifically, 1et w¡

be the kth sample statistic with known mean E(w¡) and standard deviation o(w¡). Then the

control limits are computod by

UCL= E(wk) + 3õ'(wk),

CL= E(wr),

LCL= E(wk) - 3o(w¡).

When the mean and standard deviation of w¡ vary from sampie to sample, the standardized

statistic defi¡ed below

zr={wr-E(w¡)}/o(w¡),

will be a better statistic to be plotted because the confol limiæ for z¡ will aiways be set at

UCL = 3,

CL=0,

LCL = -3.

The standardized chart can be applìed to processes of multiple sources.

For the case ofconEol charts based on the mean i¡ and variance s¡2 of subgroups

of equal size n, define

=-Ík= 6t + x-2 + ... + -xk)/k

s-¡2 - (s12 + s22 + "' + sf)lk'

It is assumed the distribution of the pnrcess population is normal and sample size Þ1. The

zk st¿tistics for the various cæes are given below.

The standardized st¿tistics for u:

Case I: p=p6, o=oo

Let w¡= x-¡. Then

E(wr) = po,

V(w¡) = 602¡¡

and



zr = rñ G'r - [o)/oo, k=1,2, ....

Case tr: p unknown, o=og

l,et w¡ = Fxr - xt _r)/oo. Then

E(w¡) = Q,

V(wk) =k/tnft-l)l

and

z¡= [n(k-1/k]r/2[xr- *r-r)/oo, k=2, 3, ....

The above two z¡ statistics are identical ûo the Q statistics for the sune cases.

Case III: ¡r=¡-to, o unknown

Let w* = (-xr - po)/Sr. Then

E(w¡) = Q,

and

v(wÐ=ffi

"-=( ;"' Ho, k--1, 2, ....

Case IV: ¡L and o unkrown

Let w¡ - Gr - ir-r)fsr. then

E(w¡) = 
g,

. k(nk-k)v(w¿ =ñG-I¡ffii.-t)

and

- _ ÆG_l)@!-tQ\Uz Ír-ir-r .--. I.k _ 
[ k(nk_k) j _* , L_., r, ....

The standardized statistics for oz:

Cæe V: Goo

Let



wk = sk2/602'

Then (n-l)w¡ has a chi-square distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom. Thus,

E(w¡) = 1'

V(w¡) = 271¡- 1¡'

and

zy = l(n-1)l2ltrz(wr - i), k=1,2, ....

Case VI: o unknown

Iât

wk = sk'/sk- 1".

Then w¡ has an F distribution wittr n¡-1 and n(k-1)-k+1 degrees of freedom, and

. n(k-llk+l¡(wr) = nft_rîr¡ ,

. 2l-n(k-1)-k+1lz(nk-k)-2
' i"t' - (n-l)[n(k-i)-k-1]2[n(k-1)-k-3]'

The z¡ statistic is

z¡ = {w¡ - E(w¡)}/[V(w¡)]1/2, k=2,3, ....

The standardized charts can be extended to the cæe of unequal subgroup size. We

consider herc the most common cases, IV and VI, where ¡r and o are unknown. The other

cases are very similar. Suppose that the size of the kth subgroup is n¡. As in section 7.4,

define the following accumulated quantities

Nk=nt+n2+.'.+n¡

=,-* = (n1ir + n{x2 + ... + n¡-x¡)/N¡

3¡2 = { (n1- 1)s12 + (n2-L)s22 +... + (n¡- 1)s¡z }/(N¡-k).

Case IV': p and o unknown, unequal sample size

Læt w¡= (ir - 1r-r)Ær. Then

E(w¡) = g'



N,.N,,-k)
v(wd=(Nk_rfrXiliÐ

_ _ edalNr_E-ay/2 tr-ir-r b_. ,).¿k-[ NkNrk) / so

Case VI': o unknown, unequal sample size

Let

wr = st2fst-r2'

Then w¡ has an F disribution with n¡- 1 and (N¡-1-k+1) degrees of freedom.

E(w¡) = H++,

The z statistic is

z¡ = {ws - E(wÐ }/[V(wr)] r/2, k=2,3,....

7,6. Standardized Charts Based on Individual Measurements

The standardized statistics can be computed for control charts based on individual

observations. They are given for the following cæes.

The standardized statistics for p:

Case I: ¡r=ps, eos

læt w¡ = xn. 11¡s¡

E(w¡) = Po'

V(w¡) = 6oz'

and

z¡ = (x¡ - ¡ts)/os, k=1, 2, ...,

Case tr: p unktown, Gos.

Let w¡= x¡- í¡-1. Then



E(w¡) = 6'

V(w¡) = ki(k- l)ose,

and

z¡ = [ft-l)lk]1/2(x¡ - i'¡_1)/66, k=2,3, ....

The above two zL st¿tistics are identical to the Q statistics for the same cases.

Case III: ¡r-p6, o unknown

læt

s2e.¡ = { (xr-po)2+....+(xk-pd2}/k,

and

w¡= (x* - Po)/so;r-r.

E(w¡) = Q,

V(w¡) = (k-1/(k-3),

"-=(uffi)"'ffü- k=4, 5, ....

Case IV: p, 6 unknown

Læt w¡ = (xk- ï'k_t)/s'k-1. Then

E(ws) = I'

and

and

@:
Case V: o=og

Ißt

wk=Yfl602,



where v¡=(1/2)1/2 lx¡ - x¡-11. w¡ hæ a chi-square distribution with 1 degree of freedom.

Then

E(w¡) = 1'

V(w¡) = 2'

and

zy= (Il2)trz(wy- 1), k=2,3, ....

Case VI: o unknown

I¡-t

wr = vr2ls'r-22.

w¡ has an F disnibution with 1 and k-3 degrees of freedom. Then

E(w¡) = ft-3)i(k-s),

v(*Ð=ffirG'7)

and

z¡ = {w¡ - E(w¡) }i {V(w¡) } 
1/2, k=8,9, ....

The implementation of the standardized cha¡ts will be reiatively less time-

consuming than that of Q charß because fle calculation of the mean and variance is easier

than the approximation of a distribution function.

7.7. Comparison

In this section we compâre the st¿ndardized charts with the Q charts and the

conventional control chaß based on subgroup means and variancss. We only consider the

case in which the process mean and va¡iance are unknown. As pointed out earlier in this

chapter, a conventional ï chart gives false out-of+ontol signals with a probability equai to

,0027, assuming the underlying population has a normal distribution (e.g', see

Montgomery, 199i). Similarly, the probability of falsely indicating out-of-control points is



also .0027 for the Q charts because all ttre Q statistics are transformed i¡to sta¡dard normal

variabies (see Quesenberry, 1991c).

To compare the standardized chart with the Q chart, we consider in this section cæe

fV of section 7.5 where the process mean and variance æe unknown. The standardized

chart, æ well as the corresponding Q chart, is constructed for contolling the process mean,

bæed on the sample averages. Denot€ Gv, ¡(.) the cumulative t distribution with v degrees

of freedom and non-centrality parameær 1". Let

w¡ = [nft-l)lk]r/2(f¡ - Ï*_r¡ß*.

Then the z¡ søtistic is

/(nk-k-2)\l/2
'r=[@J *.'

and the conesponding Q statistic is

ak(xk) = Õ-1{ Go¡-¡(w¡)}.

Given that the flrst k-l points are i¡ confol with mean p and the ktlt point has the

mean p*=p + ôo, then w¡ has a t distribution with nk-k degrees of freedom and non-

centrality parameter À=[n(k-1;&¡trz6. For the standardized chart, the probability ofthe kth

point plotting outside of the conrol limits is

n =P{zu<-3 orz¡>3} =P{zk<-3} +P{zs>3}

= P{wr<-3lC(n, k)} + P{w¡>3/C(n, k)}

= I - Gor-r, ¡{3/C(n, k)} + G¿-¡, r{-3lC(n, k)},

where

c(n. k) = lg+k-211/2\-\,¡, À.,/ _ 
[ (nk_k) J

For the Q chart, the probabiïty of the same event is

z¡* = P{Qr<-3 or Qs >3}

= P{wrcGor-r '[<ÞG3)]] + P{w¡>G¿-¡1[Õ(3)]]

= 1 - G¡¡.r, r{GDr-k 
1[o(3)]] + G¿-¡' ¡{G¿-¡'[ÕG3)]].



Table 7.1 shows the above probabilties for the ståndatdized and Q charts based on

samples of size n=5. The flrst column indicates the number of samples used. Column 2

gives the probability of Type I enor for the kth sandardized statistic plotting outside of the

control limit when the process is actually in control, i.e., ð=0. As poinæd out earlier, this

probability for the Q statistic is always .0027 for any k. Columns 3 and 4 show the

probabilties of Type II enor for the kth standa¡dized and Q søtistics, respectively, plotting

outside of the connol limits when the fust k-1 sarnples are i-n control and the kth srnpie is

changed to the new mean p*-p + ôo. We only consider ô=345, which means that the

shift in the process mean is 3 standa¡d deviations of the sample mean.

Table 7.1. Probabilities of the Standardized and Q Chars

TypeI (S) Typetr (S) Type tr (Q)

1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

20

inf.

.0085

.0065

.0055

.0049

.0045

.0042

.0040

.0039

.0038

.0034

.0032

.0027

.173'1

.2620

.3139

.3476

.3'.711

.3884

.4016

.4t21

.4205

.4464

.459s

.5000

.0470

.1071,

.15',15

.1963

.2260

.2491,

.2675

.2824

.2947

.JJJO

.3540

.s000



From Table 7.1, we see that the plobability in column 2 of tire st¿ndardized chaÉ

falseiy indicating an out-of-control signai is not much higher than .0027, that of the

corresponding Q chart. On the other hand, the probability in column 3 of the st¿ndardized

chart correctly indicating an out-of-conhol signal is higher than that in coiumn 4 of the Q

chart When k is large the two charts are equivalenl

7.8. Example

The data of this exampie a¡e taken from Messina (1'987 , p.126). A manufacturing

manager of a computer assembly line wants to evaluate the line to deærmine if it exhibits

statistical controi. Samples of size 5 were taken periodically, and their averages and

variances are given in tire second and third columns of Table 7.2.

Following the formuias of cases [V and VI given in section 7.5, we obtain the

standardized statistics shown in the last two columns of Table 7.2.These plotted statistics

are calculated sequentially æ the samples are being taken. For the standa¡dized chart for

average, we can begin piotting the control chart at time as early æ k=2. A¡d for the

st¿ndardized chart for variance, the plotting can be initiaæd at time k=3. The two control

charts are shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2.

For both charts, conEol limits are set at UCL=3 a¡d LCL=-3, and with the cent€r

line at CL=O. No apparent out-of-conEol points can be seen on either chart.



Table7 .2, Data for the Computer Assembly Line Example

Average Variance

1

)

J

4

5

6

'7

8

9

i0

11

t2

13

1,4

15

16

20.12 0.377

t9.36 0.453

20.98 2.0t'.7

19.40 0.490

20.84 t.143

19.44 0.053

18.88 0.067

19.72 0.437

20.46 1.573

19.40 0.330

20.40 r.435

19.38 0.467

19.74 t.493

20.20 1.135

t9.46 0.073

20.30 1.410

-1.615

2.121 2.161

-1.494 -0.570

1.7s4 0.218

-1.574 -1.093

-2.814 -1.098

-0.357 -0.468

t.476 1.674

-1.269 -0,728

1..289 r.234

-t.292 -0.535

-0.295 1.225

0.806 0.488

-r.01.7 -1.203

1.061 1.020
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Figure 7.1. The standardized chart for average.
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Figure 7.2. The st¿ndardized chart for variance.



7.9. Comments

The contol chart techniques are powerûrl tools for st¿tistical process conEol. In

this chapûor we have reviewed some of the ne"v control cha¡ts that can be applied to new

manufacturing environments where short runs are present or real-time monitoring is

desired. The two-st€p approach with modified control limits was an early attempt to deal

with sho¡t runs. Transformed conEol charts a¡e conceptualiy simple and can be eæily

applied to multiple short runs. The Q charts and standardized charts are the newest efforts

in devising more effective control chart techniques for controiling and monitoring the

process in reai time. The real-time process control appeals to practitioners because the

process can be monitored æ soon as the process is start€d.

The standardized charts proposed in this chapter are easier to implement than the Q

charts because no computation of the transformation function is required. Although the Q

charts give the precise probability control limits, the comparison study in section 7.7

showed that the difference bstween the st¿ndardized cha¡ts and Q charts are small, Overall,

the standardized charts are good alternatives to the Q charts.



8. A Cumulative Score Control Scheme

8.1. Introduction

The x cha¡, along with the R chan, is one of the most wideiy used teehniques in

statistical process conEoi. When a point plots outside of the control limits, an out-of-

control signal is indicated. The i cha¡t can also indicate at out-of-control condition even

though no single point is outside of the control limits, if the pattern of the plotted points

exhibits non-¡andom o¡ systematic behavior such as shift, trend, and stratification @estem

Electric, 1956).

The CUSUM scheme was introduced by Page (1954) to detect a shift in the process

mean. The CUSUM scheme is more effective i¡ detecting relatively small shifts than the I
chart. However, diagnosis of patterns other than shift on the CUSUM scheme is very

difficuit, although not impossible, because the sequence of plotted points is not

unco¡related.

Munfo¡d (1980) originalty proposed cumulative score schemes in which a score of

-1, 1 or 0 is assigned to each sample according to whether the sample mean lies below,

above or within the range of -k to k, æsuming that the process mean is 0 and the srandard

deviation 1. Scores are then accumulated and an out-of-control signal will be indicated if

the cumulative score reaches a critical value. Lewis (1981) further discussed the

deterrnination of the parameters of Munfo¡d's schemes.

In this chapter we propose a new cumulative score control scheme to detect a shift

in the process mean. The cumulative score scheme divides the I chan into zones of width

or. For a value of the sample mean, a score will be assigned. Speciñcally, if y. denotes the

score of the ith sample mean 1,, then y, is assigned by

yi=d+ 0.5, if i +do, . 1,. i + (d+l)oi ,

=-(d+0.5), if i-{a*t¡o* < xi< i-dõr,

where d is a non-negative integer. This is illusrated in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1. Assigning a score.

For detecting an increase in the mean, the cumulative score scheme with some

critical value h and reference value k is perforrned. When the accumulated score reaches h,

an out-of-control signal is indicated. In the two-sided case for detecting either an increase

or a decrease in the mean, a second cumulative score is added to detect a dec¡ease.

This cr¡mulative sco¡e scheme can be supplemenæd to the Í chart. On the composite

scheme, an out-of-control is indicated if either the curent sample is outside of the control

limits of the I chart or the accumulated scorc reaches the critical value.

The performance of the cumulative score scheme is assessed by evaluating its

average nrn length (ARL) values. The results a¡e shown i¡ Tables 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4.

It is assumed that the vadable which measu¡es the qualiry characteristic is normally

distributed.



8.2. Cumulative Score Scheme

Let ir, ïr, ... ¡epresent the sample means which are successively observed from

the process and assumed to be mutually independent and normally disributed with mean p

a¡rd known standard deviation or. Because of the cenral limit theorem moderate departures

of the process distribution from normality will have little effect on the ¡esults in this

chapter, for a reasonable sample size. We assume that the target value is i=lro.

8.2.1. The One-Sided Case

Let y, be the score of the sample mean 1.. We first consider the one-sided case

where we want to detect an increase in the process mean. The criterion for accumulafing

score is

Si = max(O, St-,+ Y - k )' i=l' 2' ...'

with So=0, If Si >h, then an out-of-controi signal is indicated The values h and k here a¡e

refer¡ed to as critical value and reference value, respectively. In order to detect small and

moderate deparnues ftom the târget value quickly we recommend k=0.5, altltough k can be

any positive number. This value of k also facilitates the implementation of the cumulafive

score scheme. In the rest of this chapter we only consider cases where k={.5.

A conuoi scheme is usually evaluaæd by calculating ARLs. The ARL is the average

number of samples taken before a corrective signal is obtrined. The ARL should be long

when the mean is at its target vaiue Fs and shon when the process shifts to an undesi¡able

level, say ps+ôo-. The perforrnance of the cumulative score scheme is deternined by its

critical value h. We use the Markov chain approach inroduced by B¡ook and Evans (1972)

to caiculate the ARLs of the cumulative score scheme. A description of the approach is

contained in the appendix. Table 8.1 shows the result of the one-sided case.



Table 8.1. ARL fo¡ the One-Sided Cumulative Score Scheme

ô

1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.00.5 0.7s

4 178.3

5 465.3

6 1190.9

7 3018.8

53.47 21.78

97.48 31.72

169.7 43.50

286.5 57.t3

t1.64 7.s3

15.31 9.51

19.10 i1.51

22.97 13.51

4.31. 3.04

5.30 3.70

6.30 4.37

7.30 5.03

2.00 1.51

2.39 1.88

2.78 2.13

3.19 2.38

8.2.2. The Two-Sided Case

We now consider the two-sided cumulative sco¡e scheme in which a deviation in the

process mean from the target value in eithe¡ direction indicates an out-of conüoi signal. in

this case, the criterion for accumulating scores is

Si = max(0, S._r+ y. - 0.5 ),

I =.*(0, T,_r- y, - 0.5 ), i=1,2,...,

with So=0 and T0=0. If S,>h or T,>h, an out-of-conuol signal is indicated. The first

formula is used to detect an increase in the mean, and the second is used to detect a

decrease in the mea¡.

The properties of the two-sided cumulative score scheme can be obtained by

combining the ¡esults of two one-sided schemes. læt ARL' be the average run length of

the one-sided scheme which is used to detect an increase in the mean and A\ the average

run length of the one-sided scheme which is used to detect a dec¡ease in the mean. Then the

ARL of the nvo-sided scheme is given by



1_ 1- 1

ARL ARIï AR\-

Resuits of the two-sided cumulative score scheme for the ARL values are given in Table

8.2.

Table 8.2. ARL for the TwoSided Cumulative Score Scheme

o.25 0.5 0.7s

ô

1.0 4.03.01.5 2.0

4 89.14

5 232.7

6 595.5

7 1509.4

50.00 21.66

94.51 31.68

167.4 43.49

284.8 57.13

11.64 7.53

15.31 9.51

19.10 11.51

22.93 13.51

4.31 3.04

5.30 3.70

6.30 4.37

7.30 5.03

2.00 1.51

2.39 1.88

2.78 2.r3

3.19 2.38

8.3. Cumulative Score Scheme with Control Limits

It is natu¡al to combine the use of the cumulative score scheme and the I chart. The

i cha¡t has the control limits placed at i 1 aÇ, where the control limit constant a is usually

3 or 4. On the composite scheme, an out-of-conEol signal is indicated if the most recent

sample is outside of the l chart control limits or if a cumulative score signal is given. The

composite scheme can be actually implemented æ the x chan widr an exra featue of using

the information contained in the past samples.

The properties of the cumulative score scheme w-ith conEol limits are determined by

two parameters, critical value h and conrol limit constant a. The conrol limit constants of 3

¡1d { ¿¡s e¡¡ami¡ed. The ARLs of the one-sided case a¡e shown in Table 8.3. Those of the

¡posided a¡e listed in Table 8.4.



Table 8.3, ARL for the One-Sided Cumuìative Score Scheme with Control Limits

ô

1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.00.0 0.25 0.5 0.75

4 3 159.2

5 3 3t7.1

5 4 462.1

6 3 494.3

6 4 1t59.2

7 3 623.9

7 4 2788.8

50.87 21.21 1t.42 7.38

84.68 29.82 14.70 9.14

97.25 31.69 15.30 9.50

t27.1 39.11 t7.9t 10.82

168.5 43.40 19.07 11.48

t73.5 48.75 21.02 12.43

282.1 56.88 22.9r t3.46

4.16 2.84 1.65 t.17

4.99 3.3t 1.79 1.18

5.29 3.67 2.25 1.54

5.73 3.69 1.85 1.19

6.27 4.31 2.57 1.64

6.43 4.04 t.91 1.19

7.25 4.93 2.87 t.76

The difference between the cumulative score scheme without control limits ard the

cumulative score scheme with control limits can be found by comparing Table 8.1 to Tabie

8.3 and Table 8.2 to Table 8.4. The scheme with control limits is more effective in

detecting large shifs in the process mean than the scheme without conrol limis.

The cumulative score scheme may be also added to attribute charts such as the p

cha¡t and the c charr If the sample is reasonably large, the plotæd søtistic, for example, the

sample fraction nonconforming for the p chart, would approximately have a normal

distribution. Therefore, the ARLs of the cumulative score scheme for attribute data may be

well approximated by those obtained in the previous sections.



Table 8.4. ARL for the Two-Sided Cumulative Score Scheme with Conrol Limits

3.0 4.0

ô

r.0 1.5 2.00.0 0.25 0.s o.75

4

5

6

6

7

7

3 ',79.6r 46.87

3 158.6 79.08

4 23r.0 94.23

3 24',7.2 117.5

4 579.6 166.0

3 311.9 t57.3

4 1394.4 279.7

21-n2 11.40 7.38

29.59 14.68 9.t4

31.64 t5.30 9.50

38.75 17.88 10.82

43.38 19.07 11.48

48.20 20.98 12.42

56.87 22.90 13.46

4.16 2.84 1.65 r.17

4.99 3.31 1.79 1.18

5.29 3.67 2.25 1,.54

5.73 3.69 1.85 1.19

6.27 4.3t 2.57 r.64

6.43 4.04 1.9t 1.19

7.25 4.93 2.87 1.76

8.4. Comparison with CUSUM Schemes

We consider the one-sided cumulative score scheme. Table 8.5 compares the

cumulative score scheme with critical value h=5 to two CUSUM schemes. When the

process is in conÍol, all of three confol schemes give a false signal at average in 465.3

samples.

We observe ftom Table 8.5 that the cumularive score confol scheme ís as effective

as the CUSUM schemes. When the process shifts to an undesirable level, all of them give

m ¡lmss¡ eq¡ally quick detection ofan out-of-conrol situation. However, the cumulative

score scheme is operationally simpler and maintains all the features of the I chart.



Table 8.5. Comparison of Schemes

Cumulative Score CUSUMs

h=5 h=4.37, k=0.5 h=2.33, k=1.0

0.0 465.3 465.3 465.3

0.5 31.7 31.5 56.5

1.0 9.5 9.7 12.5

1.5 5.3 5.2 5.6

2.0 3.7 3.6 3.2

2.5 2.9 2.8 2.7

The run-sum control cha¡t of Roberts (1958) is simiiar to the cumulative score

conEol scheme proposed here. The major difference is that the cumulative score is reset to

0 again when a score changes the sign. The ARL for the run-sum chan shouid be larger

since the preceding information is not utilized when the cumulative score is ¡esel

8.5, Example

We use the data of Hockman and Lucas (1987) to iliusrate the implementation of a

cumulative score scheme. The data was taken from a production process where the target

value is 100 and ox-=10. Wê use the parameter values h=6 and a=3. The implementation is

very simple and can be achieved without the aid of a computer. It is illuseated in Figure 8,2

and Table 8.6.
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Figure 8.2. Example of implementation.

h Table 8.6, the x. column presents the data. The scores, yt are shown in column

3, the positive contributions ûo the cumulative score in column 4 and the upper cumulative

score in column 5. Similariy, the negaúve contributions and lower score are given in

colurnns 6 and 7. An out-of-control signal is indicated by the upper scorE, S, at sample i--4.

At i=14 botir x and T, give lower side signals.

The c'mulative score scheme gives a quicker detection ofan oucof-controi situation

than the l chart. ln fact, the fust sample which plots outside the t3or coneol limits is the

14th sampie. However, the I chart in Figure 8.2 gives a clear picture of what was

happening in the production process. The¡e was first an increase in the process mean; then

a serious decrease occurred.



Table 8.6. Example of Implementation, h=6, a=3

Y; Yi-0.5 Si -yi-0.5 T.

1

)

3

4

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

13

110

111

122

121

108

104

105

110

115

1.5 11-20
i.5r2-20
2.524-30
2,526t30
0.506t-1 0

0.506f-1 0

0.506t-1 0

1.5 | '.lt -2 0

1.5 18t-20
-0.5 -1 7t 0 0

-2.5-3422
-1.5-22t3
-2.5-3025
-3.5-4038ft
-2.5-302101t
-4.5-sO414tt

97

72

86

'77

t4 69

15 76

L6 57

1: an out-of-conEol signal for the upper score;
ff: an out-of-contoi signai for the lower score.

8.6. Concluding Remark

Since the cumulative score scheme only involves discrete scores, its implementation

is easier than that of the CUSUM scheme, However, a comparison shows that the

cumulative sco¡e scheme is practically as effective as the CUSUM scheme in detecting

shifts in the process mean, although some of the diagnostic featu¡es of a CUSUM are



sacrificed. More importantiy, the cumulative score scheme can be added to the I chart and

implemented as an exfa feature ro inc¡ease the abiliry to detect small shifts. AII the work

can be done without a computor.

Ap pendix

The Ma¡kov chaín approach introduced by Brooke and Evans (1972) can be used to

calculate the ARLs for the CUSUM scheme. The method is based on the probability

transition matrix P=(p,r), which represents the Eansition probability of moving from any

state i to any another state j where the different states represent different CUSUM

accumulations. For a Ma¡kov chain, the uansition probabiïty matrix P has úe fonn

lR pl
P=l l.

l¡r rl'
where the R matrix represents various in-control states and the p-vector is the probability of

receiving an out-of-control signal and 0 is the zero vector. B¡ooke and Evans (1972)

showed that the ARL of the one-sided CUSUM for the initial state (i.e., So=0) can be

obtained by adding all the elements in the fust ¡ow of (I-RIl.

The cumulative score scheme is essentially a discrete CUSLfM. Hence we can use

the above method to evaluate the ARLs of the one-sided cumulative score procedure. We

say that the cumulative score scheme is in the state i (i<h), when Sr=i; we say that it is in

the state h which is the out-of-controi state or absorbing state, when Sn>h. The transition

probabilities are given by

Pio = ÕCi+l-ô)'

p¡ = @Ú-i+t-ô) - o(i-i-õ)'

for i=0, 1, ..., h-1, j=1, 2, ..., h-1, where (Þ(.) is the cumulative disribution function of

the sunda¡d normai distribution.

For the cumulative score scheme with control limits, we can reassign the sco¡e

h+0.5 to a sampie when its mean is outside of the upper control limit. Thus the ransition
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probabilities are given by

Pio = ÕGi+1-ô)'

pi¡ = Õ(-i+1-õ) - o(i-i-ô), j=1' ..., i+a-t,

n', = O' j=i+a' "" h-1'

for i=0, 1, ..., h-1.



9. Summary and Future Work

9.1, Summary of the Thesis

ln chapter 1 the topics ofboth parameter desigl and control chans are reviewed.

In chapter 2 two data analysis strategies for parameter design under a general

location-va¡iance model are proposed. These sEategies are applied to experiments based

on a combined array design. Under this type of design the response model is fitted, and

then the expected quality loss function is estimated and minimized. The first strategy

deals with the case in which the experiment is replicated. It is implemented in the

following five steps:

Step 1. Identify significant dispersion effects.

Step 2. Idenrify significant location effects.

Step 3. Estimate the location and variance functions.

Step 4. Estimate the expected quality loss.

Step 5. Find the setting of the control factors that minimizes this loss.

The second srategy deais with the case in which the experiment is not replicated. Since

there is only a single replicate for each run, the srategy is provided as follows

Step 1. Identify significant location effects.

Step 2. Identify significant dispersion effects using the residuals.

Step 3. Estimate the location and va¡iance functions.

Step 4. Estimate the expected quality loss.

Step 5. Find the optimal setting of the control factors that minimizes this loss.

The appropriate statistical techniques for identifying significant location and dispersion

effects and fitting the response model are also proposed and two examples are provided

as illusgations.

In chapter 3 a procedure for selecting a t¡ansformation is proposed for

experiments based on a combined array design. For a value of À, indexed for a family of



transformations, the transforrned response model is fitted. Then the coefficients of the

mea¡ and variance functions of the transfo¡med response variable are plotted against 1" to

identify an appropriate Eansformation. The chosen transformation would separate the

control factors into two groups: adjustrnent factors and the rest. The isolation of the

adjustment factors is very useful because the optimization can be achieved in one of the

fwo-step procedu¡es reviewed in chapter 1.

In chapter 4 a unified formulation, called the combined robust design, which

integrates parameter design a¡d tolerance design into one single optimization strategy, is

proposed. When the objective is to minimize the total cost (the sum of the expected

quality loss and the component costs), Taguchi's approach of parameter design followed

by tolerance design becomes a sub-optimal process of the combined robust design. To

implement the combined robust design, an iterative procedure is proposed. This

procedure can be carried out as follows

Iterative Procedu¡e:

Step 1. Parameter design: given an initial setting of the variation-coefficients vo,

find the setting xo of the control factors x such that

R(xo, v¡) = ninx R(x, vo).

Step 2. Tolerance design: find v, such that

M(xo, vr) = minu M(xo, v) = n\ [R(xo, v) + C(v)].

Step 3. If vt = v0 , then (xo' vo) is the optimal solution. If not, go to Step 1 with

vo replaced by vr.

It is shown by an example that the iterative procedure is much effective than the

raditionai approach by Taguchi.

In chapter 5 weighted p and u cont¡ol chans for va¡iable 5ample size are

proposed. The control limits of these charts are always constant in spite of variable

sampie size. ïhis is done by ransforming the sample data. For the weighted charts, the

transformed statistics a¡e measu¡ed in terms of the same degree of accuracy. Hence, non-



rândom pattems and fends can be more meaningfully interpreted and identified. The

transformation could be made so that the transformed statistic and original statistic are

almost identical for most samples on the chart. For samples whose sizes are particularly

large or smali in semFarison with those of the majority of the samples, one could also

plot the original statistic along with the transfo¡med statistic.

In chapter 6 tkee standa¡dized attribute conEol charts for short runs are proposed.

They are the standa¡dized p chart, the standardized c chan, and the standardized u chan.

These cha¡ts a¡e constructed on the basis of the samples collected continually. The

smndardized statistics are computed and plotted on the standardized chan with consta¡t

control limits UCL=3, LCI.=-3, and CL=0.

In chapter 7 some existing variable cont¡ol charts fo¡ short runs, inciuding the

trvo-stage control chans, the transformed conrol chans, and the Q charts, a¡e reviewed.

Standardized control charts for the mean a¡d variance are proposed as alternatives to the

reviewed control chans. The comparison study is conducted to show the similarities and

the dífferences of the Q charts and the standardized char¡s.

In chapter 8 a cumulative score control scheme is devised to increase the abüiry of

detecting a change in the process mean. This control scheme divides the conventional i
chart into zones with width equal to one standard deviation. An appropriate score is

assigned for each sample point according to which zone it falls. The out-of-controi signal

will be obtained when the accumulated score reaches a critical level. The control scheme

can be supplemented to the conventional* chart to inc¡eæe its sensitivity in detecting

shifts in the process.

9.2. Future Work

For parameter design, modeling and optimization are two important topics. The

loss-model approach based on a product-array design is straightforward, but it requires a

large number of experimental runs. The recentiy developed response-modei approach
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based on a combined array design can result in significant reduction of the size of

experiments and provide more flexible analysis of the data.

The location-variance modei based on a combined array design is a new and more

general approach that attains the advantages of the response-model approach because of

using the same combined array design, while it requires less assumptions. A-lthough two

data anaiysis strategies are proposed in this dissenation, further studies in this a¡ea can

undoubtedly improve these sEategies. Especially, research can be done to develop more

techniques for estimating the variance function. In addition, as more actual experiments

are done and published, it is possible to compare the loss-model approach, the response-

model approach, and the location-variance model approach more thoroughly.

Combined robust design proposed in chapter 4 is a new formulation that unifies

parameter design and tolerance design. This formulation can be extended to dynamic

systems and multi-variate systems. For a known transfer function, computational

consideration is imponant in combined robust design. there is a need to ¡esearch more

effective numerical approximations of the expected quality loss function.

There has recently been a lot of interest in control charts for short runs. The

standa¡dized cont¡ol charts and many existing short-run control chans are very useful

techniques. However, more resea¡ch is needed to develop new techniques as well as to

refine the existing ones. There is also a need to clarify the assumptions that are essential

for the conect applications of various control chafts. Finally, comparison studies are

needed to assess the sensitivity of the various contol charß to ouçof-control situations.
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